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Executive Summary
The Validating Freight Electric Vehicles in Urban Europe (FREVUE) project commenced in March
2013 and was finalised in September 2017. The purpose of this 4 ½ year project was to demonstrate
how electric freight vehicles can be successfully incorporated in urban logistic operations. Involving
eight of Europe’s largest cities, the project covered the breadth of urban freight applications.
The overall objective of FREVUE was to create an evidence base on European best practice which
will underpin future uptake of electric freight vehicles (EFVs) by logistics operators and justify potential
policy interventions to promote the use of EFVs for urban deliveries. This will be achieved through the
introduction of EFVs into routine logistics operations, coupled with innovative logistics concepts
around freight consolidation.
Overall FREVUE trialled over 80 electric freight vehicles (EFVs) and assisted with the installation of
75 charging points in demonstrator cities. Urban consolidation centres and innovative policy such as
free parking, pre-booking systems for EFV charging and operational incentives for the use of EFVs
were also trialled and reported on within the project.
The results of the project found that EFVs are indeed a viable alternative to conventional freight
vehicles. The size of vehicles trialled ranged from small car-derived vans to 19t trucks and dynamic
data was received with more than 50 data series covering a period of 12 months or more. Distance
driven by the FREVUE EFVs totalled 757,073 km, at an average of 52.4 km per day, for an average
of 7.2 hours. Initial concerns regarding vehicle range have largely proven unfounded and no safety
issues were reported.
There were significant environmental benefits observed from the EFVs trialled in the project with
reduced NOx emissions of 2147.5 kg, reduced PM10 emissions of 72.2 kg and well-to-wheel GHG
emission savings of 455t if the conventional vehicles replaced were assumed to be Euro 3/III vehicles.
With a higher penetration level of EFVs in the future, these environmental benefits and related
monetary savings would be significantly higher.
Attitudes towards EFVs improved over the lifetime of the project for all stakeholders with positive
responses from drivers, fleet/depot managers, logistics operators, traffic network managers, electrical
grid managers and customers. Drivers were particularly pleased with the reliability of EFVs, high
power, reduced noise and lower maintenance requirements. As a measure of the project’s success,
many of the demonstrators have further increased the number of EFVs in their fleet and plan to
continue doing so going forward.
However, important barriers to the widespread uptake of EFVs remain. FREVUE results show that
while a positive business case regarding the total cost of ownership is certainly achievable for smaller
EFVs of up to 3.5 tonnes, this becomes more challenging for larger, mostly retrofitted vehicles and is
still difficult to achieve for large EFVs over 12 tonnes. Related to this, vehicle availability remains
limited for vehicles of 3.5 tonnes and above, though this is expected to change rapidly over the coming
years.
The FREVUE project has created significant networking opportunities throughout the freight industry
where the lessons learnt for electrifying freight vehicles can be shared across the whole of Europe.
The incorporation of Phase 2 Cities showed the potential impact of the project where guidance on
incorporating EFVs from the original demonstrator cities is shared.
Overall, the impact of FREVUE has led to a significant increase in electric freight vehicle numbers,
charging infrastructure and improved logistics in the freight sector. The increased future uptake of
EFVs as a direct result of FREVUE will contribute to a reduction in congestion, improve air quality and
enhance population health.
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Figure 1: UPS vehicle in Rotterdam

Figure 2: TNT vehicle in Rotterdam
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1.0 Project context and objectives
1.1 Project Context
The Roadmap to a Single European Transport Area (2011) identifies a goal of achieving “essentially
CO2 free city logistics in major urban centres by 2030” and also recognises that achieving this goal
through the use of Electric Vehicles (EVs) is likely to eliminate other harmful pollutants in city
centres.
Despite the resulting strong policy support, electric vehicle use in the logistics sector has been
constrained by a number of barriers, including high capital costs, limitations with respect to range,
payload and volume limitations, and constraints around charging. Overcoming these barriers
requires new solutions for EV logistics operation in cities, to improve the overall ownership case for
logistics operators. These include new technical concepts for vehicles and charging, changes in
logistics management, including adaptation of existing logistics planning software, financing options
to reduce the impact of capital costs and novel policy solutions on a city and national level.
Many of these solutions are being explored on an individual city level, but best practice examples
have not yet been generated and shared across Europe.
FREVUE Demonstration
The FREVUE project demonstrated and evaluated innovative solutions in using EVs in ‘last mile’
deliveries across eight major European cities. The project was a public private partnership
consisting of 32 partners between municipalities (Westminster City Council, Gemeente Amsterdam,
Gemeente Rotterdam, Stockholms Stad, Oslo Kommune, Ayuntamiento de Madrid, Camara
Municipal de Lisboa, Comune di Milano) and the logistics industry. It included operators (UPS, CTT,
TNT, Breytner BV, Bring Express, SEUR, Heineken, Pascual), vehicle providers (Nissan, Campus
Friends BV, and Smith Electric), ICT providers (ITENE, ATOS), and grid operators and electricity
providers (UKPN and Fortum) and will improve the shared European understanding of the sector
and its competitiveness. The project analysis will be supported by strong research partners,
bringing knowledge from other FP7 projects (TNO, SINTEF and Imperial College London),
consultants (ARUP, HyER, Polis) and by organisations with control of transport policy (Transport for
London, Empresa Pública Municipal de Estacionamento de Lisboa and the Swedish Transport
Administration).
Over 80 EVs were used in demonstrations across many of Europe’s largest cities – Amsterdam,
Lisbon, London, Madrid, Milan, Oslo, Rotterdam and Stockholm. Taken as a whole, the eight
demonstrator cities provided evidence for electric vehicles’ day-to-day reliability and suitability
across a wide range of:
•
•
•
•
•

goods deliveries - from food to construction goods
novel logistics systems - focussed on consolidation centres for deliveries to urban centres
vehicle types - from small vans to large goods vehicles
electricity networks - from constrained grids to those able to accept very fast charging
diverse political and regulatory settings that exist in Europe.

The project investigated a common approach to ICT software for logistics management. A suite of
tools was developed that was specific to the optimisation of EV use in logistics applications.
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Figure 3: FREVUE demonstration sites in Europe

FREVUE Evaluation
A structured evaluation framework was developed to ensure that data from each of the
demonstrators was analysed on a common and pan-European basis. A holistic approach was used,
including understanding the impact on the local grid and the well-to-wheel emissions of EV use
compared with state-of-the-art diesel, hybrid and alternative fuel vehicles.
The data analysis work package firstly assessed the overall case for EVs in logistics applications,
on an environmental and whole energy system basis. The analysis then focussed on establishing a
pan-European understanding of the current business case for EVs in logistics operations and how it
can be affected by: the type of logistics operation, the vehicle classes used, new technologies
(charging solutions, innovative ICT to manage EV operation) as well as the impact of political and
regulatory setting at a city and national level. This acted as an evidence base for the preparation of
proposals and the development of internal justification for wider clean logistics roll-out. It also
facilitated approaches to national and European programmes, such as the European Investment
Bank (EIB), which can provide longer term support for the sector.
By having active logistics operators in the consortium, all of the practical barriers to mass uptake of
EVs in the sector will also be scrutinised. This will lead to a new evidence base for the definition of
best practice in the promotion of EVs across Europe.

1.2 Work Package overview
The FREVUE project was broken down into five work packages, which are described below:
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Figure 4: FREVUE work packages

WP1 – Assessment and ICT Framework: This work package defined the data protocols, data
handling procedures and assessment framework for the demonstrators. This ensured that all required
data was gathered and correctly communicated during the demonstrator operations. In addition, a
review of state-of-the art logistics ensured that lessons from previous projects were taken into
consideration during the planning phase for the demonstrators.
WP2 – Demonstrator trials: This package contained all aspects of the delivery of the demonstrators.
Each trial had a local project manager responsible for day to day delivery of the project and the
implementation of the data collection frameworks agreed in WP1. The trials followed a common
structure across the eight national demonstrators.
WP3 – Analysis: Data from the demonstrators was analysed and relevant conclusions for the logistics
industry and policymakers were drawn including:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Technical and economic performance of the demonstrators in FREVUE
Environmental performance of the demonstrators (with respect to CO 2), and analysis of
impacts for wider scale deployment (for air quality, congestion and the electricity grid)
Social impact of the EV logistics applications and policies (e.g. curfew extension)
Impact of the range of policies on the economic case for the logistics operators to deploy EVs
Any safety issues arising during the demonstrators

WP4 – Dissemination: Dissemination activity was key to the project and targeted professionals in
the logistics industry, energy network operators, vehicle manufacturers as well as policy makers with
the potential to unlock further EV deployment in logistics. The task also included direct “officer to
officer” dissemination to the Phase 2 Cities who had expressed interest in deploying similar
programmes.
WP5 – Project coordination and management: This WP oversaw the project overall and ensured
efficient reporting to DG MOVE, that partners in the project were communicating effectively, that the
project was progressing on schedule and that issues were identified at an early stage and dealt with
promptly.

1.3 Objectives
FREVUE has demonstrated that “last mile” freight movements in urban centres, using fully electric
vehicles, offer significant and achievable decarbonisation of the European transport system.
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The overall objective of FREVUE was to create an evidence base on European best practice which
will underpin future uptake of EVs by private logistics operators and justify policy interventions to
promote the use of EVs for urban deliveries. This was achieved through widespread introduction of
EVs into routine logistics operations, coupled with innovative logistics concepts around freight
consolidation.
FREVUE created EV demonstrators in eight large cities. The demonstrators and cities were chosen
to ensure coverage of a range of urban logistics situations across a variety of climatic conditions,
city layouts and policy and regulatory settings. Each of the demonstrators included a unique
package of measures, which were designed to address the key technical and commercial barriers to
EV deployment including:
•
•
•

state of the art logistics solutions and ICT targeted specifically at EVs to avoid some the
practical issues associated with the vehicles: short range, long charging time, load carrying
capacities,
innovative charging solutions to overcome the long EV charge times: fast-charging, timeshifted charging to minimise grid impact,
and mechanisms to improve the business model for the logistics operators, such as positive
discrimination towards EVs through local policy, novel approaches to procurement by
logistics customers and improvements in leasing models to mitigate capital cost issues.

FREVUE benchmarked and evaluated these eight state of the art EV-logistics combinations with
regards to the:
•
•
•
•
•

Technical performance of EVs and charging infrastructure in each logistics application
The overall economics for the operator for the EV versus equivalent diesel vehicles
The environmental performance of the EV-logistics combinations and likely benefits on a
whole system level if deployed more widely
The social and attitudinal impact of EVs
The impact of local policy and different governance structures on EV use in logistics
applications

This in-depth analysis will subsequently be used by the cities in the development of proposals for
wider scale roll-out including approaches to national and EU funding instruments.
The final overarching objective was to encourage the exploitation of these results through a
widespread dissemination campaign aimed at professionals in the sector. To complement this,
FREVUE created a network of “Phase 2” cities to directly share the lessons learnt from the
demonstrators and expand successful concepts.
In this way, FREVUE takes an important step towards the Roadmap to a Single European Transport
Area goal of achieving CO2 free city logistics in major urban centres by 2030.
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2.0 Main Results
2.1 Work package 1 – Assessment and ICT Framework
The overall aim of work package 1 (WP1) was to define the assessment framework and analysis
methodology for the FREVUE project. The work package served as a building block for all other work
packages by defining the data protocols, data handling procedures and assessment framework for
the demonstrators.
2.1.1 Central Assessment Framework (CAF)
The purpose of the CAF was to ensure that the project monitoring and evaluation was undertaken in
a consistent and efficient way for all project partners
The CAF set out the five main assessment areas which reflect the core aims of the FREVUE project.
• Technical performance of the EVs and charging infrastructure in the city logistics applications.
• Economics of EFVs
• Systemic and environmental impacts, including electricity network and traffic aspects, CO2
emissions, energy use, air quality, noise and safety
• Social and attitudinal impacts, including drivers and users
• Policies, procurement mechanisms and governance
These areas were assessed by using the following methods: monitoring, business model analysis,
surveys, process evaluation and modelling systematic impacts. For more detailed information on the
Central Assessment Framework refer to deliverable D1.1.
2.1.2 Core and Site Specific Data Collection Protocols
The focus of this activity established the data collection process for each of the demonstrators. Within
the different operations, approaches and requirements, it was necessary to tailor the approaches as
to what, when and how the data could be collected.
The data collected was mapped per Figure 5 below. This ensured a streamlined process and took
advantage of the expertise for each subject area within the consortium.

Figure 5: FREVUE data collection process
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It was decided that the following data was to be collected from all demonstrator cities. Dynamic and
static vehicle data; dynamic and static charging infrastructure data; business model analysis including
cost, operations and logistics, and business context; experience surveys; and systematic and
environmental assessment data. For further information on data collection protocols, please refer to
deliverable D1.2.
2.1.3 State-of-the art logistics and lesson learnt from previous projects
A literature review looking at historical and current demonstrators, as well as trials and initiatives
involving EFVs was conducted in Year 1 in order to identify the barriers and success factors to their
operation.
The wider uptake of electric freight vehicles has brought along new considerations regarding their
technical performance. Nowadays the focus has shifted to the consideration on how the electric fleet
is best integrated with the rest of the system. Getting larger vehicle fleets requires thinking about the
integration with electricity supply and power networks – a new element in the transport operator value
chain. In this framework, the further development of a smart grid environment is largely supported by
the authorities and operators. Regarding the vehicle, the wish for an increase in range and further
improvements of batteries is persistent. Fast charging options are frequently seen as the new strategy
to address range limitations. Also more attention is paid to the auxiliaries of the EFVs since
optimization increases the vehicle’s range. Further upgrade of IT systems is also necessary to
maximize the dynamic scheduling of EVs and capitalize on the low operational costs. Overall, a
growing positive experience with safety of vehicles and batteries is experienced.
From the operational point of view there is, regardless of the persistent wish for an increased range,
acknowledgment that the current range, offered by EFVs is good enough for the specific type of the
city logistics operation. More insight into different charging strategies is available: it is still the case
that most commercial vehicles are charged overnight at the depot but fast charging is increasingly
seen as a potential new strategy to extend the range.
Companies’ understanding of the operational vehicle costs has improved but specific cost
uncertainties continue to arise. The battery costs continue to be a major profitability barrier combined
with the limited supply of the vehicles, especially in the medium and large vehicle segment. The
market structure is constantly changing with light duty vehicles becoming more common. Several
OEMs have announced their plans to build medium and heavy duty electric trucks in the near future.
Next to a limited supply and choice, the available EFV come with very limited information which is
often difficult to access.
Despite procurement difficulties, high price and all other uncertainty related to the EFVs, the number
of EFVs implemented in city logistics is steadily growing. Being forced by restrictive measures such
as low emission zones and supported by financial or regulative incentives, companies increasingly
understand that the electrification transition is inevitable. Drivers might be resistant in the beginning
but always end up accepting the vehicles and provide positive feedback. EFVs address the
environmental problem of air pollution, CO2 emissions and noise reduction, but potential adverse
effects from the introduction of the vehicles in the city fleets are also to be considered carefully. To
gain most from the EFV utilisation it is necessary to use more clean and renewable energy to supply
the vehicle. Another aspect related to the environment relates to the recycling of batteries. If not
properly recycled, hazardous materials from batteries would enter the waste stream, both at the end
of a battery's useful life, as well as during its production. Research has been done to see how the
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recycling of batteries can further improve environmental performance. For further information on state
of the art logistics please refer to deliverable D1.3.
The FREVUE project also planned to create an ICT Hub- Communication platform which sought to
ensure that the work on ICT solutions in each of the cities is fully coordinated and integrated through
the provision of a common platform reflecting the on-board vehicle computer systems. This platform
was not completed as it was subsequently found that it did not correspond to partners’ or project’s
need.

2.2 Work package 2 – Demonstrator trials
2.2.1 Formalisation of demonstrator governance
Eight of Europe’s largest cities, including six capitals, were chosen to demonstrate that electric
vehicles operating “last mile” freight movements in urban centres can offer significant and achievable
decarbonisation of the European transport system. A summary of each of the cities, results, difficulties
and lessons learnt is discussed below.
Amsterdam and Rotterdam: Amsterdam and Rotterdam provide unique aspects on transportation
from the Netherlands. Amsterdam had a significant number of electric vehicles already at project start,
but still suffers from significant congestion and poor air quality. Rotterdam is the largest port for goods
distribution in Europe, with freight vehicles the biggest polluter on a local level. These cities in
FREVUE were supported by Heineken, UPS NL, TNT and Breytner to provide proof of concept for
EFVs. Binnenstadservice ran the urban consolidation centre in Rotterdam, for further information on
the UCC referred to section 2.2.4 below. The demonstrations in Amsterdam and Rotterdam worked
well with a range of EFV sizes deployed, including the only 19t trucks in the project operated by
Heineken and Breytner. There were no significant difficulties involved with implementing the EFVs in
these cities, however there were slight technical problems regarding the large EFVs and restrictions
surrounding the distance on some of the freight routes. Important lessons learnt would include the
need for established service-level agreements for the EFVs in order to minimise the amount of time
they are off road.
Lisbon: At project start Lisbon was already the leading city of the ambitious National Program for
Electric Mobility in Portugal with over 600 charging points. In the City of Lisbon, there are also growing
problems with unregulated loading/unloading activities and illegal parking. This causes road
congestion and often temporary blockage of roads. The objective of Lisbon’s participation in FREVUE
was to demonstrate and evaluate logistics solutions with EFV applications in post and delivery
services, cash-collection and maintenance of the on-street parking and charging point infrastructure
and waste collection. The partners involved with Lisbon’s demonstrators were EMEL, Lisbon’s
municipal parking company who deployed 11 EFVs and employed free parking for EVs and CTT, the
national postal service of Portugal, who deployed 10 EFVs as part of the project. Unlike other
demonstrators there were no significant difficulties or delays with procurement taking place on time
and no maintenance concerns. This was largely due to the deployment of EFVs under 3.5t, which are
now readily available on the market.
London: Air quality in London is a significant issue, causing approximately 9,000 premature deaths
each year. The city has introduced a series of control measures, such as the low emission zone
(which will be upgraded to become an ‘ultra low emission zone’ by April 2019), time and weight
restrictions and in some locations timed access constraints, to encourage the logistics industry to
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operate more efficiently and utilise less polluting vehicles and this has had some success across the
larger logistics operators. The FREVUE London demonstrator consists of two main projects:
expansion of the successful consolidation centre model and overcoming grid restrictions to EV
charging. The London demonstrator involved five partners, UPS UK, who upgraded their premises to
allow for widespread EFVs charging; UKPN, distribution network operator; Transport for London;
Imperial College London, research partner and Arup, who oversaw the work around consolidation
centres in the demonstrator.
For the consolidation centre in Regents Street one EFV was procured from Smith Electric Vehicles.
However due to Smith going out of business the EFV could not be serviced and was largely off-road
during the last 18 months of the project. Further information on the consolidation centre is detailed in
section 2.2.4. UPS UK deployed 16 EFVs during FREVUE and upgraded the grid with UKPN to
accommodate the charging requirements of these vehicles. Since then, UPS have further increased
their EFV fleet with a total of 52 of these by project end. Lessons learnt again related to engaging in
service level agreements to ensure the EFVs remain on the road and also to expect initial delays in
the procurement process as suppliers get up to speed with EFVs. Further, the physical upgrade of
electricity grid infrastructure has proven costly, disruptive and requires the fleet operator to invest into
a third party asset. Not many operators will be in a position to overcome these barriers. How to
manage and finance grid infrastructure upgrades is therefore an issue that will need further attention
if logistics operators are to electrify larger fleets. Please see the FREVUE website for a factsheet on
this issue.

Figure 6: UPS vehicle in London

Madrid: Madrid is the largest city in Spain and faces serious air quality issues mainly as a result of
traffic. Activity within the project saw the establishment of a consolidation centre from which five EFVs,
operated by project partners SEUR (express transport and delivery), TNT (logistics) and Calidad
Pascual (food distributor), who conducted ‘last mile’ distribution of their deliveries. There were other
partners Nissan who assisted with vehicle deployment and research partner ITENE who looked into
the ICT integration for EFVs. Initial results of deployment were positive, with Calidad Pascual
deploying two additional EFVs. However, SEUR found EFVs were not financially viable for their
business, with a breakdown with one of their vehicles causing it to be off-road for a month. Again
difficulties with procurement lead times and appropriate service level agreements were barriers to
EFV uptake in this demonstration. The consolidation in Madrid that was shared by three operators
has allowed for the deployment of EFVs in central Madrid but has not led to a shared use of resources,
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whether vehicles or charging infrastructure. For further information on the consolidation centre, please
see section 2.2.4.
Milan: The focus of Milan’s project activity was to improve the urban distribution of goods within the
pharmaceutical chain by implementing a logistics system that would coordinate supply and utilise
EFVs for delivery. Specifically, the system was dedicated to the distribution of medicines to
pharmacies located within the Congestion Zone (known as Area C) inner ring in the “Area Bastioni”
in the Municipality of Milan. Due to the fragile items (pharmaceuticals) being delivered and strict
vehicle registration laws in Italy, there was an issue with procuring the correct EFVs for deliveries.
This delayed the procurement process significantly and two suppliers were negotiated with before
finding that their vehicles would not be fit for purpose. Due to these issues, Milan only procured one
EFV that was added to standard operations rather than replacing an ICE. Despite these issues the
EFV is still running successfully and services 17% of pharmacies in ‘Area C’. Further information on
the logistics system is discussed in section 2.2.4. Again like other demonstrator cities, procurement
was the biggest barrier to EFV uptake. However, reflecting a changing market and demand two 14t
trucks to distribute clothing were procured towards project end through project partner Campus
Friends.
Oslo: Winter weather conditions in Oslo, with low temperatures and a lack of wind, exacerbate
pollution problems. For many years the city has been working to reduce the level of air pollution.
Though the city has an extensive network of both underground and surface electric trams as well as
local electric railways, most passenger transport and goods distribution is carried out by fossil-fuelled
private and commercial vehicles. Oslo demonstrator partners included Bring, a postal and logistics
service, and SINTEF a research partner. Bring deployed four EFVs as part of the FREVUE project,
which were largely successful. One vehicle that broke down and was quickly replaced by Peugeot,
highlighted the benefit of good service level agreements compared to the other demonstrators. The
FREVUE project tripled the number of rapid chargers in Oslo and also installed a smart booking
system, to ensure range anxiety of commercial drivers was minimised.

Figure 7: Fast charging station in Oslo
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Stockholm: The County of Stockholm has about 2 million residents and the region is experiencing
very fast growth which is reflected in rapidly increasing traffic flows. The Stockholm demonstrator
developed a construction consolidation centre (CCC) which still serves the Royal Seaport
development. . Furthermore, throughout the FREVUE project an urban consolidation centre (UCC)
was included in the Stockholm demonstrator. The partners involved with this demonstrator were the
Stockholm Transport Administration and Fortum. As part of the UCC an electric truck and trailer was
deployed for waste collection. The vehicle is 2.15 meters wide and approximately 10 meters long.
Last mile EFV deliveries at the CCC site were initially trialled, however were found they could not
replace diesel alternatives due to lack of time for charging and low vehicle speeds (which reduced
braking and use of the retarder for recharging). For further information on the CCC and UCC please
refer to section 2.2.4. Deployment of EFVs in Stockholm was minimal and the majority of the barriers
to the success of the demonstrator were due to the operation of the CCC and UCC further discussed
in 2.2.4.
Each of the eight FREVUE demonstrators was structured around the local authority representative as
the responsible person for the city specific activity as a way of aligning demonstrator, policy and
stakeholder management.
As of project end, the FREVUE city leads were as follows:
Demonstrator

City lead

Amsterdam

Thera van Kesteren ( City of Amsterdam),
Thera.van.kesteren@amsterdam.nl

London

Tanja Dalle-Muenchmeyer (WCC),
tanjadallemuenchmeyer@crossriverpartnership.org

Lisbon

Oscar Rodriguez (EMEL), n.sardinha@emel.pt

Madrid

Sergio Fernández (EMT Madrid), sergio.fernandez@emtmadrid.es

Milan

Marco Mazziotti (City of Milan),
marco.mazziotti@comune.milano.it, supported by Valentino Sevino
(AMAT), valentino.sevino@amat-mi.it

Oslo

Sture Portvik (City of Oslo), sture.portvik@bym.oslo.kommune.no

Rotterdam

Jos Streng (City of Rotterdam), jma.streng@rotterdam.nl

Stockholm

Eva Sunnerstedt (City of Stockholm),
eva.sunnerstedt@stockholm.se

For further information on post-FREVUE continuation please read section 3.3 Exploitation of Results,
and for more detailed information on the demonstrator cities please refer to deliverable D2.2.
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2.2.2 Vehicle Supply
There was a wide range of EFVs trialled as part of the FREVUE project from 3.5t vans to 19t trucks.
Overall it was found that at the present time, smaller EFVs are more viable due to availability and
price.
A total of 86 EFVs were procured and operational across the FREVUE demonstrators. Table 1 below
provides an overview of co-funded vehicles which took part in FREVUE.
City

No

EFV brand, model

Type,
size

Operator

Amsterdam, NL
6
Ginaf truck
12t
Heineken
3
Fiat Ducato
3,5t
TNT
Rotterdam, NL
1
Hytruck truck
18t
Heineken
4
P80E Mercedes T2 retrofitted 7,5t
UPS
4
Fiat Ducato
3,5t
TNT
1
Nissan eNV200
< 3,5t
Binnenstad-service
1
Emoss truck
19t
Breytner
2
Emoss trucks
19t
Vlot
1
Emoss truck
12t
Technische Unie
Lisbon, PT
11
Renault Kangoo ZE Maxi
EMEL
5
Renault Kangoo ZE Maxi
CTT
5
Renault Kangoo
< 3.5t
CTT
7
Nissan eNV200
< 3,5t
CTT
London, UK
1
Smith Newton EV
10t
ARUP/Clipper
16
P80E Mercedes T2
7.5t
UPS
retrofitted
Madrid, ES
1
Mercedes Benz Vito
3.5-7.5t
Calidad Pascual
1
Iveco ecodaily
3.5-7.5t
Calidad Pascual
1
Nissan eNV200
< 3,5t
Calidad Pascual
1
Renault Kangoo
< 3.5t
SEUR
1
Nissan eNV200
< 3,5t
SEUR
4
Nissan Leaf (modified)
< 3,5t
SEUR
1
Renault Kangoo
< 3.5t
TNT
Milan, IT
1
Nissan eNV200
<3.5t
Eurodifarm/DHL
1
Emoss trucks
14t
Niinivirta
1
Emoss trucks
14t
Niinivirta
Oslo, NO
4
Peugeot Partner
<3.5t
BRING
Stockholm, SE
1
Linde e-truck plus trailer
Ragn-Sells
Table 1: Status of FREVUE vehicles
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Status

Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Off-road
Operational

Operational
Operational
Operational
Returned
Returned
Operational
Returned
Operational
Operational
Ordered: Pending
Operational
Operational
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For further information on the technical suitability of EFVs, please refer to 2.3.1 and for more
detailed local information on vehicles refer to deliverable 2.2.

2.2.3 Charging Infrastructure
A number of charging infrastructure posts were installed as part of FREVUE. One of the main
difficulties in installing posts can be insufficient grid capacity, as highlighted in London at the UPS
depot. Engaging with the distribution network operators early is needed to overcome this potential
barrier and supply enough electricity to be able to charge vehicles. For more detailed information
regarding the charging posts in FREVUE please refer to deliverable D2.2.
A total of 75 charging infrastructure posts were installed as a result of the FREVUE project. Table 2
shows an overview of FREVUE charging infrastructure and locations.
City

Location

Status

Amsterdam, NL

4 at TNT depot
4 at Heineken DC (pre-existing)

Operational
Operational

Rotterdam, NL

4 at UPS depot
4 at TNT depot
3 at Heineken DC (pre-existing)
1 at Binnenstadservice CC

Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational

Lisbon, PT

4 at EMEL DC
10 at CTT DC

Operational
Operational

London, UK

1 at Clipper depot
16 at UPS DC

Operational
Operational

Madrid, ES

4 at DC

Operational

Milan, IT

1 at DC

Operational

Oslo, NO

5 at Sandaker station
7 at Munch-museet
6 at Skøyen – Western business
district

Operational
Operational
Operational

Stockholm, SE

1 at CCC
1 location TBD

Operational
Not installed

Table 2: Status of FREVUE charging posts
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Figure 8: CTT vehicles in Lisbon

Figure 9: SEUR vehicle charging in Madrid

2.2.4 Logistics Operations
Eight logistics models across five of the FREVUE cities were investigated to see if they can play an
important role in the deployment of EFVs in city logistics as they can significantly decrease the range
required by the vehicles and bring down their cost of ownership.
The logistics models covered consolidation and distribution centres, from well-established ones to
those that had just become operational; they handled different types of goods in very different
locations and were characterised by significantly different governance structures and business
models. These included:
A consolidation centre in Regents Street, London. Unfortunately, during the project the consolidation
centre was moved further out of London, which meant that the EV no longer had the sufficient range
to serve the Regents Street clients.
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Binnenstadservice operated an urban consolidation centre in Rotterdam and the FREVUE project
con-funded a second EFV to be deployed within the centre. While the use of the centre was
successful, it is currently not financially self-sustaining. EFVs out of the centre need to be carefully
planned due to range limits but despite this fact EFVs were deployed successfully.
The FREVUE Stockholm demonstrator has developed a construction consolidation centre (CCC)
which serves the Stockholm Royal Seaport (SRS) development. When the CCC first became
operational, most deliveries to the actual construction sites were transported by an EFV. However, in
early 2014 the volume of goods at the CCC increased with all new sites being obliged to use the
service the electric van was getting too small for delivering all the goods. Due to this issue, the
remainder of the demonstration was undertaken using conventional vehicles.
Stockholm also trialled an urban consolidation centre, which is based on reverse logistics,
coordinating goods deliveries and waste collection. The UCC operations company leased one electric
truck and a trailer, leading to a change from three waste vehicles and one ICE freight vehicle to one
fully electric vehicle deployed for both goods deliveries and waste collection.

Figure 10: Stockholm UCC vehicle deployment

In Madrid a distribution centre at Legazpi was trialled as part of FREVUE. Each of the logistics
operators’ transfers freight onto their own EFVs which proceed to make deliveries to their destinations
in the city. There is, therefore, no bundling of goods between the different operators at the Legazpi
centre, which makes it a distribution centre or hub rather than a consolidation centre. The City of
Madrid believes their Legazpi centre activities to be easily transferable and wants to replicate the
concept elsewhere. Furthermore, the city that had provided the physical space for the consolidation
centre required the building for other uses towards project end, so that a new location had to be
identified.
There were substantial difficulties in finding the right site for the Milan demonstrator distribution centre.
However, a site was found 23km from the city centre (considerably further than initially anticipated)
where Eurodifarm/DHL already operated the distribution of temperature controlled pharmaceutical,
diagnostic and biomedical products to the city centre of Milan. An EFV was deployed for the delivery
of pharmaceutical products in ‘Area C’, the Milan congestion charge zone, between 06:30 and 15:00.
Despite the distance the EFV worked well in this operation. However, as the EFV was added to the
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existing fleet rather than replacing and ICE, meant that immediate environmental benefits from this
trial were limited.
While a number of the logistics models were successful, there were a few shortcomings. These issues
related to the implementation of consolidation/distribution centres in general rather than the use of
electric freight vehicles within these operations. A summary of the issues included:
•
•
•
•
•

The difficulties in finding affordable and suitable sites close to city centres
The time required to establish such a scheme and to gain acceptance amongst key
stakeholders
The importance of close cooperation with all stakeholders, also once a scheme has been
implemented
The need for financial or in-kind support, at least until the scheme is well established
The difficulties in measuring the effectiveness and impact of such schemes

The lack of evidence about potential cost savings and other benefits from consolidation and
distribution centres has made it difficult to for further uptake of such operations. For further information
on the logistics models implemented in FREVUE please refer to D2.1.

2.2.5 Demonstrator deployment
The majority of demonstrators in FREVUE were positive on the implementation of electric vehicles in
their freight fleet. There are continued plans to replace combustion engine vehicles with electric
vehicles after project end. Most operators that tested EFVs as part of the project remain dedicated
to a further expansion of their electric fleet, e.g. Bring, Calidad Pascual, CTT, EMEL and UPS. CTT
have plans to replace 10 vans per year to electric in the next two years and Calidad Pascual to double
their electric fleet in Madrid. The third parties of FIER/Campus Friends have continued plans to test
larger electric trucks greater than 14t in Rotterdam and Milan, with four new operators committed to
incorporating these to their fleets post-FREVUE.
Importantly, the FREVUE demonstrators have not only deployed EFVs and tested new logistics
models, but they have also fostered strong public-private partnerships in the demonstrations cities
that will remain in place post project-end. For a summary of the demonstrator deployment refer to
2.2.1, while more detailed information is included in deliverable D2.2.

2.2.6 Working Groups
To encourage new networks and the exchange of know-how between project partners, working
groups were formed early on in the project. Where relevant, working group leads were aligned with
work package task leaders so that the discussions held could feed into WP3 tasks and analyses.
Following a re-organisation in year 3, the working groups were:
•
•
•
•

Grid and charging issues: SINTEF
Logistics: TNT
Policy and Procurement: TNO
Vehicles: Nissan and later new partner FIER / Campus Friends

Leading a working group required structuring and moderating the actual working group during the 6monthly partner meetings. Specific issues to be discussed were identified prior to the meeting and
sent to all partners together with the agenda. At the meeting, working group leads were asked to
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agree on tasks to address the identified issues and follow-up with at least one conference call in
between meetings.
Policy and Procurement WG
During the FREVUE project, the working group on policy & procurement was the group where people
could share experiences on both policies and procurement that might help increase the uptake of
electric freight vehicles in city logistics operations. The participants consisted mostly of city
representatives, but also some vehicle suppliers.
The key topics discussed during the project were:
• What kind of policies can help the uptake of electric freight vehicles?
• At which governmental level?
The cities shared their best practices and discussed the role of the EC and the national governments.
Each FREVUE city has developed its own policy for sustainable modes and electric (freight) vehicles
in particular: the provision of charging infrastructure, financial incentives, free parking, etc.
Procurement is a means through which the municipalities can have an important impact on supporting
the uptake of EFVs. A number of cities already developed policy to encourage (among others)
sustainable freight transport in their tenders (as an example, see FREVUE factsheet on
Environmental requirements in procurement processes).
The working group members identified a chicken-and-egg problem with electric freight vehicles. The
car manufactures do not produce a sufficiently wide range of vehicles as they perceive little demand
while at the same time companies and municipalities highly interested in EFVs do not procure them
due to a lack of supply. An attempt was made to break this status quo by highlighting an indication of
hidden demand. The aim was for vehicle suppliers to be persuaded of underlying demand and for
them to start producing more EFVs. A joint statement of intent was developed that companies could
sign to express their intent to switch to emission free transport in cities by using (hybrid) electric vans
and/or trucks.
Recommendations of the working group were that both policy and procurement are essential for the
uptake of electric freight vehicles in city logistics operations. All governmental levels should implement
policies to eventually reach emission free transport.
Charging and Grid WG
The objective of the Working Group Charging and Grid was to collect experiences on both charging
and grid issues that might assist the uptake of electric freight vehicles in city logistics operations.
The deployment of charging infrastructure requires the engagement of a number of stakeholders with
different roles and interests: cities and municipalities, energy suppliers, distribution system operators,
transmission system operators, charging infrastructure owners and service providers, maintenance
and repair services, IT services, logistics operators and their drivers, and car manufacturers.
The types of charging equipment vary by country and there are some uncertainties about the future
European standards. It is now difficult for car manufacturers to start on a new basis due to large
investments already made. The charging infrastructure is also complex due to its different charging
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locations: private off-street parking, on streets, public parking spaces, shopping centres, public
authority facilities, fuel stations and at private depots and terminals.
New regulations should be developed to strengthen and structure the development of the whole
network. Guidelines and rules for the implementation and the interoperability of the charging
infrastructure are required. In addition, procedures to get a permission to install chargers should be
quick, easy and efficient.
The grid renovation should be planned in consultation with all stakeholders and new business cases
should be developed for upgrading the substations. There are still some uncertainties concerning the
grid capacity and the strategy in place to cope with the future increasing demand in electricity. Grid
companies tend to upgrade the network locally according to the needs of logistics operators.
In addition to the above, new technical solutions should be developed:
• Cities need smart solutions to optimise the roll out of public chargers and to collect real time
data to analyse their effectiveness and quickly sort out issues and malfunctions
• Users will benefit from a Pay as you use system with subscription and special tariffs, and a
booking system of fast charging points in cities for electric freight vehicles if needed
• Drivers will benefit from an in-vehicle information system combined with their navigation
system providing real time data about current battery state of charge, vehicle position,
charging point locations and availability, predicting charging times or state of charge before
driving to a location
• Logistics managers will benefit from a fleet management system integrating data from EVs,
real time vehicle positions and routes, battery states of charge, clients' locations, predicting
state of charge in case of changes in routes or deliveries
• A smart charging system at depots and garages should also help to optimise the charging of
the fleet during off-peak hours and reduce charging costs
• Smart grid solutions should be developed for managing the distribution of electricity and
prioritizing the use of green electricity
Vehicles WG
Within the Vehicles Working Group, FREVUE partners focussed on the first challenges potential
customers face when they try and procure EFVs.
Increasing awareness
Since the EFV market currently remains small, most vehicles are made to order or built in a small
series. There is also a lack of information available about these vehicles. The FREVUE website
provides information about different implementations of EFVs in urban logistics. As part of the WG,
we have also created an overview of local databases to see which EFVs are available. One example
is the Commercial Vehicle Finder of LoCITY in London.
Next to providing the information online, a real driving experience will contribute to the awareness.
This way people can get familiar with opportunities, experience the drive characteristics, charging
solutions, etc. FREVUE encourages EFV suppliers to facilitate test driving opportunities during or
around larger events.
Service and maintenance
Service and maintenance is another key challenge for the uptake of EFVs. Following the purchase
price negotiation, the second negotiation often centres around service and maintenance. Costs of
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service and maintenance are often difficult to predict for made-to-order vehicles and their suppliers
often have little experience with service and maintenance and no network.

2.2.7 Data collection
Static (descriptive) vehicle data was collected for the eight demonstration sites and dynamic data was
received for 110 vehicles, with more than 50 data series covering a period of 12 months or more. In
these series, all vehicle size categories were well represented. The provision of dynamic charging
data remained limited to a few data series.
The FREVUE data collection protocols included data formats for data collection, processing and
reporting. However, data was provided from different sources and it turned out that no common data
analysis was possible until after several steps of data processing. The most important and common
problems in the data collection were caused by data being delivered in different formats and file types;
using different parameters and units; different data aggregation levels, etc.
Based on the lessons learnt, the only way to ensure that all the data providers deliver data in a
consistent data format is to supply a common data source. Using the same technological device in
vehicles is a solution providing the same data formats and avoiding missing trips. This solution should
be envisaged in future data collection, especially to follow the degradation of the vehicle battery over
time, which is a common concern of operators and drivers.
Given the rarity of a data set of fully electric freight vehicles, the resources required to obtain this and
the difficulties that needed to be overcome it could be considered a waste of public funding not to use
this data for further research and analysis.
As the data monitoring and collection process has been complex, the database in its current format
requires a large extent of understanding of these processes themselves, making the database of little
use for anyone not directly involved in the FREVUE project. In order to prepare the FREVUE database
for future use, several issues were addressed:
•

A more reasonable data format should be chosen to make it easier for scientists to use the
data without high-level database knowledge.

•

Static vehicle data needs to be included in the database to let scientists know which type of
vehicle has driven a given trip.

•

Data cleaning algorithms (currently written as part of the analysis) should be incorporated in
the database, to save future scientists from having to clean the data all over again every time
they use the database.

•

Data needs to be anonymized to prevent scientists from identifying operators or vehicles.

Research partner SINTEF cleaned the data to be made available for the Joint Research Centre (JRC).
The complete database containing data from eight operators as well as explanatory documentation
was sent to the JRC for download on 25 September 2017. For further information on data collection
protocols refer to deliverable D2.3.
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Figure 11: Stockholm UCC vehicle

Figure 12: Breytner vehicles in Rotterdam
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2.3 Work Package 3 – Analysis
2.3.1 Technical Suitability of EVs for Logistics
Overall results from the FREVUE study found that EFVs are technically suitable for the logistics
operations they perform. There were no concerns regarding the performance of EFVs in different
temperatures and there was no evidence that battery life was significantly affected by speed at which
the EFVs were driven. The reports of malfunction and repair issues from the operators show that in
general they do not perceive having more problems with the EVs than experienced with ICE vehicles.
It is expected that maintenance issues will decrease as EFVs become more ubiquitous.

Figure 13: Total number of FREVUE trips by EFVs by month and year

The Central Assessment Framework (CAF) and site-specific data collection protocols outlined the
data to be gathered for this task. Static data received described EFV model, type, size, battery
capacity, charging options, operator, payload etc. This type of information was received for all vehicles
delivering operational data which ranged from small car-derived vans to 19t trucks.
Dynamic vehicle data provided information from the actual operation (running) of the vehicles. Data
was collected from early June 2014 to mid-November 2016 with 15 operators delivering dynamic data.
Towards the end of the data collection period, data was received from some operators located in the
Netherlands that were not FREVUE partners showing the good networks established as part of the
project.
Results were split into two sections technical performance of vehicles and technical performance of
charging infrastructure. Vehicles were evaluated on:
•
•

Vehicle daily performance – on average the EFVs travelled 52.4 km per day, running for an
average of 7.2 hours each day.
Battery performance in real traffic conditions, including the possible influence of variations in
weather conditions during the year - The average range for batteries on a single charge was
124 km. Seasons also influenced performance with 20% improved ranged in the summer
compared to winter months.
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Figure 14: Km per kWh depending on temperature range and weight groups

Results from charging infrastructure found the charging profiles of freight vehicles are less
heterogeneous since most of them require to be charged at the same time every weekday. They have
a very low energy demand during the working hours followed by a sudden high peak after 6 pm. They
generally do not require any charging during the weekends.
The demonstrations have confirmed that the additional demand from freight results in high peaks
during the evening and night hours. Their charging also coincides with a peak in household electricity
demand after 6 pm when the batteries start charging until they stop drawing power.
Due to this fact there is a need for new smart technologies to support the integration of EFV charging
into the electricity network and to efficiently manage the whole distribution network. By coordinating
the electricity distribution between consumers and producers, the objective to only exploit green
power could then be achieved. Smart charging will facilitate charging of EVs by avoiding peak loads
on the power grid, waiting times for charging and drivers' anxiety. It should also be enabled into the
fleet management systems, integration of booking charging times at designated posts of all the
vehicles and continuous recording of the real-time vehicle SoC status to optimise the use of the fleet.
Then, in case of a deviation, the vehicle data monitoring allows to adjust the trip and to use more
battery capacity than the operators or drivers would take the risk to use today.
The overall conclusion is that the electric vehicles demonstrated in FREVUE are technically suitable
for the logistics operations they all perform. The small and medium electric vehicles have a limited
range and need frequent charging. However, the building of inner city fast charging infrastructure and
new battery packs with higher capacity will further remove these barriers. Therefore, it is expected
that the new generation of electric freight vehicles will be even more suitable for logistics operations
and the types of operations the EVs will be able to be deployed will greatly expand in the coming
years. For further information of the technical suitability of EVs for logistics refer to deliverable 3.1.

2.3.2 Economics of EVs for Logistics
Overall, the results of economics of EVs shows that city logistics operations can be performed by
electric freight vehicles, but at the time of writing the high vehicle purchasing costs are still a barrier
for large scale utilisation of large EFVs for logistics operations.
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Both ‘last mile’ deliveries (e.g. from a consolidation centre to a city centre) by EFVs and replacement
of entire trips formerly carried out by conventional vehicles have been tested and proven to be feasible
in daily routines. However, the introduction of EFVs to fleets can lead to changes required to the
logistics operation though the nature and extent of this change will be case dependent. Logistics
operators who decide to procure an EFV or more EFVs will also be required to make changes to their
value network as they need to establish new relationships.
The project also compared total cost of ownership (TCO) between an EFV and a Conventional Freight
Vehicle (CFV), which is an important purchasing decision criterion for logistics operators. The TCO
comparison results differ per vehicle type and usage. The TCO also depends on many other elements
that can be country or even company specific.
However, overall for small electric freight vehicles, lighter than 3.5 tonnes, the TCO can be favourable
for an EFV within five years, when the vehicle drives 60 kilometres a day. For a medium sized electric
freight vehicle, weighting between 3.5 and 12 tonnes, the TCO comparison shows that under specific
circumstances a positive business case for using an EFV is possible. For large EFVs, divided into
small rigids and medium rigids in the TCO comparison, the TCO of a CFV is lower than that of an
EFV. The purchase price for the individually retrofitted large electric freight vehicle is currently so
much higher than for the OEMs’ conventional truck that advantages due to lower operational costs do
not result in a positive business case for the large EFV.

Figure 15: Example of TCO calculations small EFV
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Figure 16: Example of TCO calculation medium EFV

Figure 17: Example of TCO calculation of large EFV over 12t

A quantitative TCO-focussed analysis of upscaling the electric fleets for EFVs in the GVW categories
3.5t, 13t and 19t shows that at the time of writing the large EFVs are at least twice the price of their
conventional counterparts, as the EFVs are retrofitted because no vehicle manufacturer offers a
comparable EFV yet. To enable a large-scale transition towards full EFV fleets, the lower operational
costs need to compensate the higher investment costs within the targeted depreciation period. With
electric vehicles there is potential for lower maintenance costs as well. A first order approximation of
the costs saving (per km) for an EFV compared with a CFV is provided by the following formula:
𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
CostSavingPerKm = (
− 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒)
3.5
This implies that there is only a cost saving potential in the case that the diesel price per litre is at
least 3.5 times as expensive as the electricity costs per kWh.
At this point in time, there is a slow uptake of EFVs, due to price and the small pool of vehicle
manufacturers. However, national or more localized legislation, and/or incentive programs, can play
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a significant role in encouraging the uptake of electric commercial vehicles in the next few years. For
further information on the Economics of EVs for logistics refer to deliverable D 3.2.

2.3.3 Systemic Transport and Environmental Impact of EVs for Logistics
Overall the results show significant environmental benefits of EFVs, with a substantial level of air
pollutant reduction and GHG savings. The result of these savings can have significant economic
health benefits. providing strong arguments for the support of EFV uptake.
This section aimed to measure, analyse and quantify the environmental impacts of the FREVUE
demonstrators from running EFVs instead of using conventional internal combustion engine vehicles
(ICEVs) in this case Euro III/3 emission standards. The analysis was carried out at three levels:
•

The first level looks at direct environmental impact quantification from FREVUE demonstration
activities.

•

The second level examines potential environmental impacts at different EFV penetration
levels.

•

The third level analysis aims at monetising the wider systemic and environmental benefits.
This helps better understand the overall impacts of current and future implementation of EFVs
and may also be used for setting out new policies to encourage future uptake of EFVs.

The shorter duration and less operational parameters collected from the dynamic data have restricted
the type of analysis that could be carried out. The suitability and data availability from the consolidation
centres was also very limited which meant limited analysis could be carried out regarding the impact
on traffic networks from the consolidation centres. Nevertheless, all three analysis levels produced
significant environment benefits using EFVs.
The first level analysis showed significant direct benefits from the FREVUE demonstrators bringing
NOx savings of 2147.5 kg and total PM10 savings of 72.2 kg as well as overall well-to-wheel GHG
emission savings of 455t.
The second level analysis looking at potential environmental impacts at different EFV market
penetration shows that even with a low level penetration of 10% EFVs of all freight vehicles, the wider
NOx, PM and GHG savings are also significant. Results from the level two analysis show that if in the
year 2021, 10% (low penetration level) of all freight vehicles within the London M25 area were to be
electric, this would result in maximum yearly CO2 savings of 2.8 million tonnes, NOx savings of 402
tonnes and exhaust PM10 savings of 3.8 tonnes. However, with a wider deployment of Euro VI/6
vehicles with better emission control technologies, the NOx and PM10 reductions become less
significant. The CO2 maximum achievable emission savings, however, further increases due to higher
vehicle mileages which are predicted by traffic models.
Based on the results from the level two analysis, the third level analysis estimates the monetary values
from air quality improvements and GHG reductions. Only London was analysed due to the availability
of key parameters. It was calculated that at the low penetration level for the year 2021 (10% uptake
levels), using the central value scenario (the most likely scenario), the total benefit discounted to 2017
price from air quality improvement based on damage cost reduction is £0.3 billion (€0.34 billion), and
total benefit from GHG savings is £13.5 million (€15 million) at the 2017 price. In year 2031, the
benefits of air quality improvement for a high penetration level (100% EFVs) are expected to reach
£1.8 billion (€2 billion) and the benefit of GHG savings is valued at £184 million (€208 million).
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The overall conclusion in this section is that the electric vehicles deployed as a part of the FREVUE
project produced significant environmental benefits, even at the average carbon intensity of electricity
generation during the project. A substantial amount of existing freight traffic can be electrified based
on the length of the journeys and if a higher EFV penetration is achieved, a substantial level of air
pollutant reduction and GHG savings are expected, along with significant economic benefits. The
amount of economic benefits from wider environmental benefits should also be considered during the
process of new policy evaluations. For further information on the environmental impact of EFVs in
logistics refer to deliverable D3.3.

2.3.4 Attitudinal and Social impact of EVs for logistics
This task aimed to measure, analyse and quantify the wider social and attitudinal impacts of FREVUE.
One of the key benefits of the demonstrators was that they gave a wide variety of stakeholders an
opportunity to gain first-hand experience of EV-based freight and logistics operations. This experience
extended beyond immediate functional impacts on vehicle performance and logistics and transport
system outcomes to include wider impacts on attitudes and perceptions of EFVs. These wider impacts
were important as they shape the business and policy context of future procurement and deployment
decisions.
To capture these wider impacts, both paper-based and telephone-based interviews were carried out
on a range of stakeholders, including drivers, fleet/depot managers, logistics operators, traffic network
managers, electrical grid managers and customers including senders and receivers to understand
their attitudes and experiences before and after the deployment of EFVs.
The surveys showed that drivers in general are positive regarding EFVs, enjoying their instant power,
quietness, as well as clean and simple operations. Contrary to the repeated calls for vehicle suppliers
to increase vehicles’ range, the majority of drivers were happy with the range of their vehicles after a
year of operation compared to the early stage of the demonstration.
The survey of fleet and depot managers showed that the respondents were very satisfied with the
overall experience of running EFVs and the low maintenance requirement was welcomed. A
significant shift of attitudes over the project lifetime was also observed for fleet and depot managers,
with more drivers being in favour of EFVs as a replacement for conventional vehicles after trialling the
electric vehicles.
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After survey
Yes I am very much in favour of this

72%

It wouldn’t make much difference for me
No I am not at all in favour of this

23%
5%

Before survey
Yes I am very much in favour of this

60%

It wouldn’t make much difference for me
No I am not at all in favour of this

28%
13%

Figure 18: Drivers’ attitudes to EFVs replacing conventional freight vehicles

In terms of the plan for future EFV deployment, the responses were mixed. 50% of the operators had
already committed to more EFVs or are planning to deploy more in the short-term because of the
positive experience they had. Conversely 30% had no plans to deploy further EFVs in the short-term
because of the limitation in terms of range and capacity and the high purchase costs. These operators
are waiting for better products to be developed. Despite this, there are a number of operators who
have positive business case and a clear vision and roadmap for decarbonising their fleets.
The survey of transport network managers showed that they had very positive attitudes towards EFVs
and they were all in favour of replacing CFVs with EFVs, mainly due to the environmental benefits.
The survey of electrical grid managers shows that the distribution network operators (DNOs) are also
very positive about the deployment of EFVs. They believe the impact of additional demand at the
network level from charging EFVs can be very positive if managed properly because of the potential
it offers for improved load balancing and optimisation.
Analysis of customer surveys showed that the respondents have very positive attitudes towards
electric freight vehicles. They believe that EFVs have a key role to play in resolving poor air quality,
global warming and traffic noise problems that many cities in Europe face. However, only half of the
respondents have ever heard of electric freight vehicles and far less had seen one in their local area.
Overall, attitudinal and social impacts of EVs showed that although there are many positive views on
EFVs, a number of barriers to uptake still exist. To resolve these barriers, it will take time, financial
support and collaborative commitment from industry, government and society and by working
together, continued electrification and decarbonisation of freight fleets can be achieved. For further
information on attitudinal and social impacts refer to deliverable D3.4.

2.3.5 Policies, Procurement mechanisms and governance
This section highlights what could be done to implement different categories of EFVs in city logistics
and to reach EU targets on zero emission cities in 2030. It includes practical actions different actors
can take to accelerate the uptake of electric freight vehicles.
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Several critical factors are recognised as barriers to the uptake of the EFVs. The most important ones
being: limited offer from Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), specifically for medium and
heavy duty vehicles; high purchase price of the vehicles; long vehicle depreciation time; required
technological improvements of the vehicle (range, payload, and performance of auxiliaries in
extremely hot and cold conditions); availability of charging infrastructure network and potentials for its
technological improvement. A large deployment of electric vehicles is unlikely to occur until the optimal
mix of vehicles, infrastructure, services, financial incentives and environmental awareness is in place,
and many different stakeholders are required to make this happen.
The wider EVs uptake largely depends on the availability of charging infrastructure and the capability
of electricity network operators and suppliers of electricity to answer for the growing demand of
electricity in a time and cost effective way. The responsibility for optimal charging infrastructure and
electricity network provision lies both with private operators and public authorities. EU and national
public authorities need to further support and encourage the development of the public fast charging
and private charging infrastructure networks, making sure that infrastructure is available on-time to
support the growing number of EVs.
Addressing the barrier of the high purchase price of the vehicles, FREVUE investigated opportunities
for establishment of leasing schemes. For the leasing option to increase, first, there needs to be a
larger offering of EFVs from manufacturers: leasing companies are waiting until the big OEMs will
pick up the challenge. As more OEMs have announced to introduce large electric vehicles to the
market, it is expected that the price of the vehicle will fall which will also positively influence the uptake
of leasing schemes. Further developments in battery technology and clear opportunities of secondhand usage of the electric vehicles and electric batteries, as well as diversification of the second-hand
market options are also pre-requisites for the improvement of the leasing case.
The overall conclusion is that policy incentives still need to “lead the way” in order to support the
successful uptake of EFVs. Political leadership and vision are important factors in the process.
Different types of incentives are required to support both big companies and small entrepreneurs.
There are a set of concrete policy actions that are available to local authorities, which can influence
electric freight vehicle uptake. These can be grouped into four main types of measures:
economic/fiscal; legal/regulatory; communication and raising awareness; and planning measures. But
what is key for efficient policy support is a good mix of all these measures.
Public procurement is another useful tool for public authorities that have a strong potential in assisting
the uptake of clean vehicles in city logistics. By promoting and using green public procurement, public
authorities can provide industry with real incentives for developing green technologies and products.
While implementing EVs in their own fleets, municipalities directly contribute to the reduction of
emissions and are an example for private operators.
A roadmap is provided for local authorities in order to overcome barriers and accelerate EFVs
uptake, these include:
•

Facilitate series production of the EFVs in the near future;

•

Ensure that charging infrastructure is available in a timely manner;

•

Ensure that this charging infrastructure is interoperable in all aspects;

•

Ensure a steady increase of the EFV market, encouraging more fleets to acquire plug-in
vehicles;
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•

Facilitate the aftermarket of electric vehicles in terms of residual value by supporting the use
of vehicles after their economic lifetime for other purposes (such as low range distribution in
cities) and reuse of the batteries of the vehicles;

•

Create an efficient policy mix, providing a good balance between the financial and
operational incentives for the use of EFVs.

For further information on policies and procurement mechanisms for EFVs refer to deliverable D3.5.

2.3.6 Targeted Guidelines and Recommendations
FREVUE published overall findings into easily accessible guidance documents tailored towards the
key target groups: freight managers and fleet operators, local authorities, vehicle manufacturers, and
energy network operators. These targeted guidance documents can be found here.
The objective of the targeted guidelines/recommendations is to foster a wider uptake of EVs in
logistics operations by giving insights into key issues, barriers and solutions to each stakeholder
group. It aims to demonstrate how EVs for logistics operations can be introduced into cities.
The guidance documents included the following key messages:
FREIGHT MANAGERS AND FLEET OPERATORS
•

The current generation of electric vans and trucks can offer a viable alternative to diesel
vehicles; they have proven to be reliable; drivers like them and their range is sufficient for
most types of inner city freight operations.
• European, national and local authorities are taking measures in favour of electric mobility.
Thanks to different types of regulation and incentives (e.g. fiscal, operational, access
restrictions for diesel vehicles, etc.) authorities can support the cost-effectiveness of driving
an electric freight vehicle in urban areas.

LOCAL AUTHORITIES
•

Electric freight activities in urban areas tackle several issues of particular interest for local
authorities including: a drastic reduction in local air pollution as well as CO2 emissions and
a reduction in noise
• Public authorities can take measures to support the use of electric freight vehicles, at the
national, regional and/or local levels. Examples of supporting measures include: fiscal
incentives, implementation of access restriction zones (e.g. low emission zones, congestion
charge zones, etc.), operational incentives (e.g. parking restriction, operating hours, etc.)
• Public authorities have to lead by example. Therefore, as fleet owners and the procurer of
services, public authorities can make efforts to increase the number of EFVs.
Communication and promotion activities from the public sector are also welcome.
• Due to the limited distance driven per day, most charging infrastructure for freight vehicles
will be located in depots for overnight charging. If and when infrastructure upgrades are
necessary, operators are required to pay for third-party infrastructure. This organisation of
the market needs reviewing.
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VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS
•

A great number of European freight operators are ready to include electric vehicles in their
fleets. A new market is therefore at hand.
• Public authorities across the FREVUE cities and beyond introduce incentives for EFVs as
well as disincentives for diesel freight vehicles. This further increases the demand for EFVs
and makes their deployment more economically viable.
• The FREVUE Declarations of Intent provide an indication of EFV demand. Real world
demand can, however, be expected to be significantly higher.

ELECTRICITY NETWORK OPERATORS
•

The sector of electric freight is expanding and additional charging infrastructure will be
necessary for the EFVs.
• Charging needs of EFVs are different to those of passenger cars but have similarities to
those of buses
• Due to the limited distance driven per day, most charging infrastructure for freight vehicles
will be located in depots for overnight charging. If and when infrastructure upgrades are
necessary, operators are required to pay for third-party infrastructure. This organisation of
the market needs reviewing.
• The fast charging option is also appreciated by operators and is important to address range
anxiety. Quick-charging infrastructure should be installed in specific locations in urban areas
for charging during operations. These charging stations can be used by other (non-freight)
electric vehicle users. Opportunities to share charging infrastructure with other transport
modes, such as buses, should be explored.
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Figure 19: Heineken vehicle in Rotterdam

Figure 20: Bring vehicle in Oslo
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3.0 Impact and main dissemination activities
3.1 Potential impacts
The potential impact from the results of FREVUE are significant. The project is likely to stimulate
growth in EFV numbers as it proved the viability of electric freight vehicles in urban Europe and widely
disseminated the results to interested stakeholders. As such the project has the ability to significantly
improve air quality and assist in meeting EU targets on zero emission cities by 2030.
FREVUE proved that the current generation of electric vans and trucks can offer a viable alternative
to conventional vehicles – particularly when combined with state of the art urban logistics applications,
innovative logistics management software, and well-designed local policy. FREVUE accelerated the
installation of electric freight vehicles and without the project many of the partners would not have
purchased the 86 electric vehicles trialled, nor the charging infrastructure or the grid infrastructure
upgrade in the case of UPS London. It is testament to the success of the project that partners are
continuing to expand their EFV fleets as detailed in section 3.3, highlighting an important project
impact post project end. In particular, due to multiple remaining barriers it is unlikely that without
FREVUE large EFVs greater than 12t, would have been procured. The fact that six large EFVs were
procured during the project, has led to many more being in the market.
One of the biggest impacts of FREVUE in London was the expansion of the electricity grid at the UPS
depot to accommodate simultaneous charging of over 50 EFVs. This expansion in coordination with
grid suppliers UKPN has provided a platform to negotiate the often complex nature of electricity grid
infrastructure. The success of this through FREVUE has led to the development of the Smart Electric
Urban Logistics (SEUL) project, where smart charging will be applied to the grid. The results of both
these projects will be disseminated throughout Europe and will assist with knowledge around grid
upgrades.
As a result of the FREVUE, best practice guidance was formulated as well as solutions to perceived
barriers to electric freight vehicles such as range anxiety, high capital cost and charging issues. Over
the lifetime of the project, attitudes towards EFVs significantly improved.
By providing quantitative research on total cost of ownership of EFVs, FREVUE has assisted with
building positive business cases for companies procuring electric vehicles over conventional vehicles.
The impact of this analysis will also assist in increasing the uptake of electric vehicles in the future.
Since completion of the project, DHL Netherlands have procured a 12t truck and mentioned this is a
direct result of FREVUE work through their engagement with project partner Campus Friends. It is
expected that further uptake of EFVs will continue in the future as a result of FREVUE work.
The FREVUE Declaration of Intent highlights the rising demand for electric freight vehicles and
provides an indication of market size to vehicle suppliers. The impact of this initiative is to encourage
increased production of electric vehicles by suppliers over conventional alternatives. Additionally,
guidance for local authorities to assist with the uptake of EFVs has been distributed, this guidance
will hopefully lead to efficient policy mix to accelerate the uptake of such vehicles. Local authorities
through the project have also acknowledged the need to lead on installing fast charging infrastructure
to also stimulate growth in EFVs.
The FREVUE project has created significant networking opportunities within the freight industry where
the lessons learnt for electrifying freight vehicles can be shared across the whole of Europe. The
incorporation of phase 2 cities, show the potential impact of the project where guidance on
incorporating EFVs from the original demonstrator cities are shared across Europe.
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Overall the potential impact of FREVUE could lead to a significant increase in electric freight vehicle
numbers, charging infrastructure and improved logistics in the freight sector. The wider pan-European
impact of this project is likely to reduce congestion, improve air quality and enhance populations
health.
Socio- economic impacts
There were direct socio-economic and environmental benefits from the FREVUE demonstrators
trialling 86 EFVs. The EFVs brought NOx savings of 2147.5 kg and total PM10 savings of 72.2 kg if
the conventional vehicles replaced are assumed to be Euro 3/III vehicles. Well-to-wheel GHG
emission savings were 455t.
The results of FREVUE could also lead to an increased proportion of freight vehicles being electric,
this change could lead to significant NOx, PM and GHG savings. If 10% of all freight vehicles within
the London M25 area were electric, this would result in maximum yearly CO2 savings of 2.8 million
tonnes, NOx savings of 402 tonnes and exhaust PM10 savings of 3.8 tonnes.
The monetary values from air quality improvements based on the scenario above would result in a
damage cost reduction of €0.34 billion, and total benefit from GHG savings of €15 million. In year
2031, the benefits of freight being 100% converted to EFVs are €2 billion in air quality, and GHG
savings are valued at €208 million. Due to restrictions in availability of data, analysis could only be
completed in London, however a Europe wide analysis would result in significantly higher benefits.
The overall conclusion is that the electric vehicles deployed as a part of the FREVUE project produced
significant environmental benefits. A substantial amount of existing freight traffic can be electrified
based on the length of the journeys and if a higher EFV penetration is achieved, a substantial level of
air pollutant reduction and GHG savings are expected, along with significant economic benefits.

3.2 Dissemination activities
Dissemination and communication activities were key to the project and targeted professionals in the
logistics industry, energy network operators, vehicle manufacturers as well as policy makers with the
potential to unlock further EFV deployment in logistics. The task also included direct “officer to officer”
dissemination to Phase 2 Cities who had expressed interest in deploying similar programmes in the
near future.
The FREVUE partners identified four key target groups:
•
•
•
•

Freight operators and fleet managers
Public authorities, predominantly at local / city level (including key technical staff and decision
makers from relevant departments)
Vehicle manufacturers
Electricity network operators

The FREVUE partners also identified secondary target groups which include:
•
•
•
•

ICT and service providers
EU and national institutions and decision makers;
Other EU and national projects and initiatives, research institutes on e-mobility and/or city
logistics and;
Multipliers representing the key target groups identified as well as academia and consultancies
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In total, the FREVUE cities contributed to the visibility of FREVUE in their own countries and beyond
with more than 130 FREVUE references in local and national newspapers, magazines, websites and
specialised media and the participation to over 300 meetings, events, site visits and conferences at
which they presented the FREVUE project and their activities as part of it.
The dissemination activities included:
•

Graphic Identity

The logo and graphic elements (picturing the plan of a city) reflect the theme of the project: freight
electric vehicles (logo) in an urban context (graphic identity). In use since the first phase of the project,
these elements assured the good visibility and publicity of the project. Partners always included the
logo and - when relevant - the graphic elements for dissemination products and activities.

•

Standard Brochure: was used to publicise the beginning of the project.

•

Results Brochure: The brochure describes the project’s activities and highlights its main
results focussing on environmental impacts, economics and operations.

•

Factsheets: short and simple on-line PDF documents which focus on a specific themes related
to the project demonstrations or electric freight solutions in urban environments.

•

Guidance documents: The aim of the guidelines was to highlight the barriers and available
solutions that could support the introduction of EFVs in city logistics operations.

•

Video clip: The video presents in a short and easy-to-understand format the project, its
objectives, activities and achievements; covering the operational, environmental, attitudinal
and economic results. The video can be viewed here.

•

Website: The FREVUE website will be publicly available for five years after the end of the
project.

•

Twitter: A FREVUE Twitter account has been created (@FREVUE_project). The twitter
account is used to further disseminate the deliverables and results once approved and public.

•

Linkedin: The LinkedIn group was used as a knowledge-sharing platform on which
stakeholders can potentially learn about the latest FREVUE developments, share their
experiences, liaise with peers and potential partners and announce relevant events.

•

Stakeholder Forum: In order to share knowledge and experience with relevant electric mobility
projects, a ‘stakeholder forum’ has been set up in partnership with other EU projects: Green
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eMotion http://www.greenemotion-project.eu/ (until 2015), I-CVUE http://icvue.eu/ (since
2015) and ZeEUS http://zeeus.eu/ as a support of the wider DG MOVE activities.
Since FREVUE commenced, five stakeholder forums have been held:
- June 2013: Palais des Academies, Brussels, in conjunction with Green eMotion
- June 2014: Diamant Centre, Brussels, in conjunction with Green eMotion & ZeEUS
- February 2015: Thon Hotel, Brussels, in conjunction with Green eMotion & ZeEUS
- May 2016: Pullman Hotel, Brussels, in conjunction with I-CVUE & ZeEUS
- March 2017: Thon Hotel, Brussels, in conjunction with I-CVUE & ZeEUS (led by FREVUE)
•

Webinar: A series of three webinars was organised during the project on technical assessment
of electric freight vehicles; environmental benefits of electric freight vehicles and economics
of electric freight vehicles.

•

Final conference: The FREVUE Final conference took place on 21st June 2017 in London.
Approximately 200 participants from public authorities, freight and fleet managers, vehicle
suppliers, electricity network operators and academia/research institutes as well as the media,
attended the event.

•

Other conferences and events: FREVUE was presented at a number of other conferences
and events as detailed in table A.2.For further information on dissemination activities refer to
deliverable D4.1b.

Figure 21: EFVs at FREVUE Final Conference in London
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Figure 22: FREVUE partners at Final Conference in London

3.3 Exploitation of Results
A discussion around the future exploitation of results is presented by stakeholder per demonstrator
city.
Rotterdam and Amsterdam:
•

UPS Netherlands is to accommodate another 10 to 15 more electric vehicles in Rotterdam to
replace diesel equivalents.

•

Binnenstadservice will continue using EFVs in their operations and are expecting that the
range of EFVs will rapidly increase.

•

On the basis of significant engagement with businesses throughout the project, there are a
number of electric trucks planned for conversion after FREVUE. These include a 14t truck for
DHL and a 7t truck for Zegro for inner city food distribution. Valk & De Groot are looking into
electric heavy-duty vehicles for their drain care activities and Klok Containers BV at looking at
procuring one to five 18t electric container collection trucks. All of these trucks are planned to
be in operation in Rotterdam by 2018.

•

Breytner have ordered the new Tesla Semi-Truck being the first in the Netherlands and only
the third in Europe to order the EFV.
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Lisbon:
•

As a result of FREVUE, EMEL and Lisbon Municipality will continue to invest in the renewal
of the existing operational fleet of conventional combustion engine vehicles to be replaced by
electric vehicles.

•

Along with the Lisbon Municipality, EMEL will continue to promote the use of electric vehicles,
by offering free parking in Lisbon for electric vehicles users. In March 2014, there were less
than 100 green parking badges for electric vehicles in Lisbon. In June 2017, this had increased
to 1000 parking badges for electric vehicles, with likely exponential growth in the future.

London:
•

Building on the FREVUE findings, UPS together with Cross River Partnership (Westminster
City Council) and UK Power Networks have started a UK Office for Low Emission Vehicles
(OLEV) project to explore a smart charging alternative to costly and disruptive electricity grid
infrastructure upgrades. As part of the project, an additional 20 EFVs will be deployed from
UPS’s central London depot, bringing the total number of EFVs above the current maximum
of 63 that can be charged with the grid infrastructure upgraded as part of FREVUE.

•

Cross River Partnership/Westminster City Council have regularly briefed both public and
private sector stakeholders about the suitability of electric freight vehicles for urban operations.
This information has also been incorporated into responses to the 2017 draft Mayor’s
Transport Strategy and Environment Strategy, strongly supporting a policy and infrastructure
environment that can further increase the uptake of these vehicles

Madrid:
•

FREVUE has been a catalyst for Madrid City Council to push urban freight policies. The postFREVUE era will be steered thanks to the new Air Quality Plan – “Plan A” (currently on public
response), which includes several ambitious measures such as a registry for freight vehicles,
upcoming restrictions for the highest polluting freight vehicles, incentives for low emission
vehicles (i.e. increasing time delivery windows), the promotion of micro-consolidation centres
and cross docking facilities, and the use of IT solutions to manage time delivery windows and
the use of loading and unloading areas.

•

Due to FREVUE, Madrid City Council has also realised the importance of ease of access to
fast charging for freight operators. In the last months the first public fast chargers have been
installed in one parking facility in the centre of the city, and the second and the third fast
chargers are currently being installed in other locations.

•

As a continuation of its current activity from its new consolidation centre in Mercamadrid,
Calidad Pascual will double the number of EVs by next year taking advantage of their recently
replicated solutions in Barcelona and Málaga. Also, a pilot will be held in October in Palma de
Mallorca will be proof of the commitment of Calidad Pascual to convert 30% of its fleet of
conventional vehicles into electric ones by 2018. This will result in a total of 180 electric
vehicles. In this instance, the results of FREVUE has led to an expansion of electric
consolidation centres throughout Spain.
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Milan:
•

The Milan FREVUE Demonstrator did not only validate the suitability of EFVs for its own
operations, but it also directly inspired other local initiatives. For example, GLS parcel service
in Milan replaced 15 conventional freight vehicles with 15 fully electric freight vehicles.

Oslo:
•

The City of Oslo as a result of FREVUE will continue to deploy fast chargers and semi-fast
chargers in order to meet the booming demand for charging, and pave the ground for a shift
in electric mobility for professional users of EVs, including EFVs, electric taxis, car sharing
with EVs, EVs for craft & service.

Stockholm:
•

The FREVUE fast charger in Stockholm was the first on-street charger in the city. A lot of
experience was gained legally and administratively in order for it to be installed. There have
been more fast chargers and normal chargers installed since. The experience from the very
first FREVUE station has been very important to show the way for additional charging stations.
Now the city has a goal of 500 public charging points by 2020.

Conclusion:
The exploitation of the results from FREVUE paved the way for demonstrator cities to accelerate the
uptake of electric freight vehicles and associated infrastructure. Despite the barriers to uptake of
EFVs raised during the project, the majority of companies who trialled EFVs have been happy with
their implementation and have plans to expand their electric fleet.
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4.0 List of Participants
Participant
number

Participant organisation name

Short
name

Country

1

Westminster City Council (Coordinator)

WCC

UK

2

Gemeente Amsterdam

AMS

NL

3

Gemeente Rotterdam

RDAM

NL

4

Stockholms Stad

COS

SE

5

Oslo Kommune

COO

NO

6

Ayuntamiento de Madrid

MADR

ES

7

Empresa Pública Municipal de Estacionamento de Lisboa

EMEL

PT

8

Comune di Milano

Milan

IT

9

Heineken Supply Chain B.V

Heineken

NL

10

TNT Express Nederland BV.

TNT

NL

11

UPS Limited

UPS

UK

12

SEUR,S.A.

SEUR

ES

13

CTT Correios de Portugal SA

CTT

PT

14

Bring Express Norge AS

Bring

NO

15

Grupo Leche Pascual

Pascual

ES

16

UK Power Networks (operations) LTD

UKPN

UK

17

Fortum Markets AB

Fortum

SE

18

Ove ARUP & Partners International LtD

ARUP

UK

19

Smith Electric Vehicles

Smith

UK

20

Nissan International SA

Nissan

CH

21

Instituto Technologico Del Embalaje Transporte y Logistica

ITENE

ES

22

Imperial College of Science, technology and Medicine

Imperial

UK

23

Stiftelsen SINTEF

SINTEF

NO

24

Nederlandse Organisatie Voor Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk
Onderzoek - TNO

TNO

NL

25

European Regions and Municipalities Partnership on Hydrogen
and Fuel Cells

HyER

BE

26

POLIS – Promotion of Operational Links with Integrated Services,
Association International

Polis

BE

27

Trafikverket- TRV

STA

SE

28

ATOS Spain SA

ATOS

ES

29

Camara Municipal de Lisboa

CML

PT

30

Transport For London *TfL

TfL

UK

31

Campus Friends BV (Sustainable Mobility Ventures)
(Formerly FIER)

CAMP

NL

32

Breytner BV (Formerly Baartmans)

BREYT

NL
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5.0 Use and dissemination of foreground
The dissemination plan in FREVUE was led by experts from the European networks HyER and then
from September 2015 by POLIS. The dissemination strategy of FREVUE was based around the
sharing of the best practice information derived from the demonstrator studies. This information was
directed towards a targeted audience of decision makers and industrial actors across Europe that are
able to act on the findings of the study and hence increase uptake of EFVs.
Information provided in public FREVUE documents, on the project website (www.frevue.eu) and via
the different social media channels was general information available to the public and the different
target groups. Nevertheless, and more importantly, all types of stakeholders were needed to be
reached and addressed specifically, in particular through dedicated and tailored key messages and
appropriate communication channels.
EU institutions, projects initiatives and multiplier organisations were reached mainly by the partners
in charge of communication and dissemination activities at the European level (Polis and Hyer) as
well as by the project coordination team (Cross River Partnership/ Westminster City Council). This
was done through the yearly e-Mobility Stakeholder Forum, through the participation of the above
mentioned partners in other initiatives and projects; through participation in networking events and
through the established contacts of partners with decision-makers at all levels. A list of relevant
organisations, initiatives and projects is available in section A2.
Partners in charge of communication and dissemination activities were assisted by the FREVUE
research partners (TNO, Imperial College London and SINTEF) in reaching relevant research
institutes, academia and consultancies.
The general public also has access to the information on project aims, impacts and results, through
the fully accessible public website. Local partners have also undertaken the promotion of their projects
through to their own public communications channels, to ensure local buy-in and to inform those in
the region of the demonstrators.
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5.1 Dissemination of foreground after project end
The majority of the impacts of FREVUE are discussed in section 3.1, and it is through the learnings
from FREVUE partners that EFVs uptake is to be accelerated. As well as the knowledge gained from
the project there are several ways on how FREVUE dissemination is continuing after project end:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

The FREVUE project has won two awards since project end, the 2017 LowCVP Low Carbon
Champions of the Year Awards in the Low Carbon Road Transport Initiative of the Year
category and National Air Quality Award in the Freight Transport Air Quality Initiative of the
Year category. Winning of the awards has assisted with the dissemination and visibility of
FREVUE since project end.
The FREVUE website will continue to be active for 5 years, giving the opportunity for access
to any of the results of FREVUE. Publications available on the website include factsheets,
guidance documents for target groups, deliverable reports, academic papers and press
releases.
The twitter account (@FREVUE_project), will still be used to disseminate reports, applicable
news items and awards won through the project. Over 25 tweets have been sent out in the
two months since project end.
The Declaration of Intent is still available for interested parties to sign up to illustrate the
demand for electric freight vehicles to vehicle suppliers and project partner Polis plus city leads
are proactively communicating about this.
The FREVUE project has made all technical data from the project available to the Joint
Research Centre as evidence to support decisions made by the European decision makers.
There is continued distribution of guidance documents and results brochure through the eight
local authorities involved with FREVUE.
FREVUE created a network of “Phase 2” cities (Copenhagen, Frankfurt, La Rochelle, Pisa,
Suceava, Zaragoza, Barcelona) to directly share the lessons learnt from the demonstrators
and expand successful concepts. Idea sharing to these Phase 2 cities will continue after
project end.
The FREVUE YouTube playlist will be available indefinitely and shares the FREVUE video
and three technical webinars on FREVUE results.
Partners continue to deliver the good news stories of FREVUE by procuring EFVs. DHL
Netherlands has ordered a large EFVs since project end and Breytner has ordered the new
Tesla Semi-Truck to be only the third company in Europe to order the vehicle. It is expected
further EFVs will be procured by partners to continue electrifying their fleets.

A list of dissemination activities is provided in table A2, the list is exhaustive and aims to
include all 500 activities that were provided over the project lifetime. Dissemination was
undertaken at a local, European and international level. At a local level there have been more
than 130 FREVUE references and participation to over 300 meetings, events, site visits and
conferences. The dissemination activity led to active engagement with organisations in the
field and enhanced the reputation of FREVUE in accelerating the uptake of EFVs. For further
information on the dissemination activities refer to deliverable D4.1.
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5.2 Section A (public)

A1: LIST OF SCIENTIFIC (PEER REVIEWED) PUBLICATIONS, STARTING WITH THE MOST IMPORTANT ONES

NO.

Title

1

Zero Emission City
Logistics: Current
Practices and Feasibility in
the Near Future

Main
author
H. Quak

Title of the
periodical or
the series

Number,
date or
frequency

Publisher

Transportatio
n Research
Procedia

Volume 14,
2016

Elsevier
B.V

Place of
publication

Year of
publication

Relevant
pages

2016

pp. 15061515

Permanent
identifiers2
(if available)

http://www.sciencedi
rect.com/science/arti
cle/pii/S2352146516
301168

2

Is/Will open
access3
provided to
this
publication?
yes

A permanent identifier should be a persistent link to the published version full text if open access or abstract if article is pay per view) or to the final manuscript accepted for publication (link to
article in repository).
3 Open Access is defined as free of charge access for anyone via Internet. Please answer "yes" if the open access to the publication is already established and also if the embargo period for open
access is not yet over but you intend to establish open access afterwards.
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A2: LIST OF DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES

NO
.

Type of activities4

Main leader

Title

Date/Period

Place

1

Web

Amsterdam

Parkeren & verkeer

2

Web

Amsterdam &
Rotterdam

3

Articles published in the
popular press

Heineken

Frevue: meer
elektrische
stadsdistributie
Heineken wil
elektrische
vrachtwagens

4

Articles published in the
popular press

Amsterdam

Amsterdam start nieuw May 1st 2013
elektrisch project

NA

5

Web

Amsterdam &
Rotterdam

Amsterdam en
Rotterdam werken
samen aan schoner
vrachtverkeer

May 6th 2013

NA

6

Articles published in the
popular press

Heineken

Heineken wil
dieselwagens inruilen

May 22th 2013

NA

Countries
addressed

Type of
audience5

Size of
audience

March 18th
2013
April 24th 2013

NA

Other: Public

NA

Netherlands

NA

Industry

NA

Netherlands

May 2013

NA

Industry,
Scientific
community
and policy
makers
Industry,
Scientific
community
and policy
makers
Industry,
Scientific
community
and policy
makers
Other: Public

NA

Netherlands

NA

Netherlands

NA

Netherlands

NA

Netherlands

4

A drop down list allows choosing the dissemination activity: publications, conferences, workshops, web, press releases, flyers, articles published in the popular press, videos, media
briefings, presentations, exhibitions, thesis, interviews, films, TV clips, posters, Other.
5

A drop down list allows choosing the type of public: Scientific Community (higher education, Research), Industry, Civil Society, Policy makers, Medias, Other ('multiple choices' is possible).
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7

Web

Rotterdam

8

Articles published in the
popular press

Amsterdam

9

Articles published in the
popular press
Articles published in the
popular press

Amsterdam

11

Web

Amsterdam &
Rotterdam

12

Web

Amsterdam &
Rotterdam

13

Web

Rotterdam

14

Web

Rotterdam &UPS

15

Web

Rotterdam

10

Amsterdam

voor elektrische
vrachtwagens
Rotterdam promotes
electric mobility
Pakjesbezorger UPS
schoner en
still+D13:D30er door
Amsterdam
UPS bezorgt elektrisch
in Amsterdam
UPS bezorgt elektrisch
in Amsterdam
(Withdrawn from
website – same text as
above)
Elektrisch rijden

June 2013

NA

Policy makers

NA

Europe

October 28th
2013

NA

Other: Public

NA

Netherlands

October 28th
2013
October 29th
2013

NA

Industry

NA

Netherlands

NA

NA

Netherlands

March 2014

NA

NA

Netherlands

Elektrich rijden en
automotive campus
Helmond

March 2014

NA

NA

Netherlands

De nacht is van de
elektrische vuilnisauto
UPS Gebruikt
Elektrische Voertuigen
in de Straten van
Rotterdam
Projecten Rotterdam
Climate Proof

March 2014

NA

Industry,
Scientific
community
and policy
makers
Industry,
Scientific
community
and policy
makers
Industry,
Scientific
community
and policy
makers
Other: Public

NA

Netherlands

4/1/14

NA

Media

NA

Netherlands

May 2014

NA

Policy makers

NA

Europe
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16

Web

Rotterdam

17

Articles published in the
popular press
Articles published in the
popular press
Web

Rotterdam

20

Articles published in the
popular press

Amsterdam

21

Web

Amsterdam

22

Articles published in the
popular press

Amsterdam

23

Web

Amsterdam

24

Other

UPS

18
19

Heineken
Heineken

Rotterdam elektrisch in July 2014
europese projecten
Extra Alert de weg op 9/1/14

NA

Other: Public

NA

Netherlands

NA

Other: Public

NA

Netherlands

Heinekenbier wordt nu
geruisloos geleverd
Simon Loos rijdt
elektrisch voor
Heineken (For
members only)

November 26th
2014
November 28th
2014

NA

Other: Public

NA

Netherlands

NA

NA

Netherlands

Pilot met privileges elektrische voertuigen
(Withdrawn from
website – same text as
below)
Pilot Amsterdam met
privileges voor
elektrische bestel- en
vrachtauto's
Pilot Amsterdam met
privileges (Withdrawn
from website – same
text as above)
Amsterdam start proef
met elektrisch
transport

December 17th
2014

NA

NA

Netherlands

December 18th
2014

NA

Industry,
Scientific
community
and policy
makers
Industry,
Scientific
community
and policy
makers
Industry

NA

Netherlands

December 18th
2014

NA

Industry

NA

Netherlands

December 19th
2014

NA

Industry,
Scientific
community
and policy
makers
Industry,
Scientific
community
and policy
makers

NA

Netherlands

NA

Netherlands

Als de stad op slotgaat 7/7/15
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25

Web

Amsterdam

Amsterdam nominated
for Eurocities Award
'Clean taxis for
Amsterdam’

September 10th
2016
March 31st
2016

NA

Other: Public

NA

Netherlands

26

Web

Amsterdam

NA

NA

Netherlands

Amsterdam

'Emission free 2025'

April 15th 2015

NA

Scientific
community,
Policy makers,
Other: Public
Other: Public

27
28

Articles published in the
popular press
Web

NA

Netherlands

Amsterdam

'Emission free supply
in 2025'
Tender document

October 7th
2015
September 8th
2015
May 2016

NA

Other: Public

NA

Netherlands

29

Other (tender)

Amsterdam

NA

Industry

NA

Netherlands

30

Articles published in the
popular press

Amsterdam &
Rotterdam

NA

Industry

NA

Netherlands

31
32

Articles published in the
popular press
Web

Amsterdan &
Rotterdam
Amsterdam

9/1/16

NA

Industry

NA

Netherlands

May 17th 2016

NA

Other: Public

NA

Netherlands

33

Other (factsheet)

Amsterdam

March 2017

NA

Other: Public

NA

Netherlands

34

Articles published in the
popular press

EMEL

January 2014

NA

Industry and
Scientific
Community

NA

Portugal

35

Articles published in the
popular press

EMEL

March 2014

NA

Other: Public

NA

Portugal

Emissieloze
stadslogistiek in
Europa
Studiereis stadsvracht
Heineken expands
electric transport in
Amsterdam
City of Amsterdam
Privileges for
operators of electric
freight vehicles
EMEL integra na frota
veículos comerciais
elétricos in
Transportes em
Revista
1 page description of
the FREVUE project in
Veiculos Electriocos
Magazine
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36

Articles published in the
popular press

EMEL

EMEL mostra porque
o TCO elétrico é
inferior a diesel in
Fleet Magazine

October 2015

NA

37

Web

ARUP

22 Mar 2013

NA

38

Web

CRP

39

Articles published in the
popular press

CRP

40

Articles published in the
popular press

CRP

41

Web

CRP

42

Articles published in the
popular press

CRP, Amsterdam

London demonstrator
lead in FREVUE
project on ARUP
website
Monthly updates on
FREVUE project
progress on CRP
website
FREVUE partners
seek to boost number
of electric freight
vehicles and urban
consolidation hubs
following promising
trials in Freight in the
City
FREVUE wants to
work with large electric
HGV manufacturers
for urban delivery
project in Freight in the
City
London demonstration
in FREVUE project
and preliminary results
Publication of
Amsterdam
Operational Incentives
factsheet in Freight in
the City

Monthly updates NA

Industry;
Scientific
Community
and Other:
Public
Industry and
Policy makers

NA

Portugal

NA

UK

Industry,
Policy makers
and Other:
Public
Industry and
policy makers

NA

UK

NA

UK - Europe

9/25/15

NA

11/19/15

NA

Industry and
Policy makers

NA

UK - Europe

22 February
2017

NA

Industry

NA

UK

17 March 2017

NA

Industry and
Policy makers

NA

UK - Europe
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43

Articles published in the
popular press

CRP

44

Newsletter

CRP

45

Articles published in the
popular press

EMT Madrid; TNT

46

Press release

47

Articles published in the
popular press

EMT Madrid, TNT,
SEUR, Calidad
Pasqual, ITENE,
Nissan
EMT Madrid

48

Articles published in the
popular press

EMT Madrid

49

Other: Radio

EMT Madrid

50

Web

EMT Madrid

Making the switch to
electric freight vehicles
could save London
£900m by 2021 in
Freight in the City
Article in FORS
Newsletter
Madrid acoge el
proyecto FREVUE
para el reparto
eléctrico de
mercancías (TNT
Express NV) in World
News
FREVUE press
release

30 June 2017

NA

Industry and
Policy makers

NA

UK - Europe

8/10/17

NA

Industry

NA

UK

September 18th, NA
2013

Other: Public

NA

Global

September 18th, NA
2013

Press

NA

Spain

Renault Kangoo Z.E.
participa en el
proyecto Frevue in
Diari deTarragona
Renault Kangoo Z.E.
participa en el
proyecto Frevue in
Salamanca al dia
Radio interview on
FREVUE on RNE 1
Madrid en el proyecto
FREVUE, programa
de distribución urbana
de mercancías con
vehículos eléctricos on
Es por Madrid

September 18th, NA
2013

Other: Public

NA

Spain

September 21st, NA
2013

Other: Public

NA

Spain

September
NA
23rd, 2013
September 24th, NA
2013

Other: Public

NA

Spain

Other: Public

NA

Spain
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51

Web

EMT Madrid

52

Articles published in the
popular press

EMT Madrid

53

Press release

EMT Madrid

54

Articles published in the
popular press

EMT Madrid

55

Articles published in the
popular press

EMT Madrid

56

Press release

ITENE

57

Press release

58

Articles published in the
popular press

EMT Madrid, TNT,
SEUR, Calidad
Pasqual, ITENE
EMT Madrid, TNT,
SEUR, Calidad
Pasqual, ITENE,
Nissan

Proyecto FREVUE
para el reparto
eléctrico de
mercancías in Camion
Actualidad
Coches eléctricos para
‘silenciar’ la carga y
descarga in El Pais
Press release

September 27th, NA
2013

Industry,
Scientific
community

NA

Spain

September 28th, NA
2013

Other: Public

NA

Spain

September 30th, NA
2013
September 30th, NA
2013

Media

NA

Spain

Industry,
Scientific
Community

NA

Spain

November 22nd, NA
2013

Industry,
Scientific
Community

NA

Spain

November 22nd, NA
2013

Media

NA

Spain

February 17th,
2014

NA

Media

NA

Spain

Prueba piloto de carga February 18th,
y descarga con
2014
coches eléctricos en el
centro in ABC /
Hemeroteca

NA

Other: Public

NA

Spain

Plan FREVUE: Madrid
busca "silenciar" el
tráfico con el coche
eléctrico in Hibridos y
electricos
Arranca el transporte
eléctrico de
mercancías en el
Centro de Legazpi in
ABC pack
Madrid acoge el
proyecto FREVUE
para el reparto
eléctrico de
mercancías
FREVUE press
release
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59

Articles published in the
popular press

TNT

60

Articles published in the
popular press

61

Web

EMT Madrid, TNT,
SEUR, Calidad
Pasqual, ITENE,
Nissan
TNT, Calidad
Pascual

62

Poster

63

Web

EMT Madrid, TNT,
SEUR, Calidad
Pasqual, ITENE,
Nissan
SEUR

64

Web

Calidad Pascual

65

Web

EMT Madrid

66

Web

EMT Madrid

TNT inicia el reparto
dentro del programa
FREVUE in Canal
logistica
TV report on FREVUE
on Telemadrid

February 25th,
2014

NA

Industry,
Scientific
Community

NA

Spain

February 27th,
2014

NA

Other: Public

NA

Spain

Distribución de
mercancías con
furgonetas eléctricas
por TNT y Pascual in
Es por Madrid
Electric fleet
management system
(poster at TRA)

March 26th,
2014

NA

Industry,
Scientific
Community

NA

Spain

41730

Paris

Scientific
community

2000

Europe

Webpage: Movilidad
Sostenible on SEUR
Website
Para Pascual la
movilidad sostenible
es parte fundamental
de su estrategia on
Movilidad Electrica
blog
Vehículo Eléctrico.
Especial ecarTEC
2014 on Future
Energy website
Las ciudades deben
unificar criterios en el
reparto de “última
milla” on Movilidad
Electrica blog

July 1st, 2014

NA

Industry and
Other: Public

NA

Spain

October 8th,
2014

NA

Industry,
Scientific
community

NA

Spain

October 2014

NA

Industry,
Scientific
community

NA

Spain

December 2
2014

NA

Industry,
Scientific
community

NA

Spain
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67

Web

SEUR

68

Articles published in the
popular press

EMT Madrid

69

Web

SEUR

70

Articles published in the
popular press

71

Other: report

72

Other: Plan

73

Web

Entrevista a Pedro
Gallego, Director
Corporativo de
Operaciones de Seur
I Congreso Ciudades
Inteligentes: Movilidad
sostenible on Smart
City online magazine

Proyecto FREVUE
2013-2017 on SEUR
website
EMT Madrid
Proyecto FREVUE:
avances en una
logística más
sostenible on Mundo
Electrico online
magazine
SEUR
Entrega Responsible
para un mundo
sostenible - annual
RSC report SEUR
EMT Madrid
Plan de calidad del
aire de la ciudad de
Madrid 2011 – 2015
Nissan, Calidad
Nissan, Calidad
Pascual, SEUR, EMT Pascua, SEUR y el
Madrid
ayuntamiento de
Madrid promueven el
reparto electrico de
ercancias on
Compromiso RSE
website

March 2015

NA

Industry,
Scientific
country

NA

Spain

May 2015

NA

NA

Spain

May 2015

NA

Industry,
Scientific
country and
Decision
makers
Industry,
Other: Public

NA

Spain

November ,
2015

NA

Industry,
Scientific
country

NA

Spain

2015

NA

Industry

NA

Spain

2015

NA

NA

Spain

February 1st,
2016

NA

Policy makers,
Industry,
other: public
Industry

NA

Spain
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74

Web

75

Articles published in the
popular press

76

Web

77

Web

78

Articles published in the
popular press

Nissan, Calidad
Nissan, Calidad
Pascual, SEUR, EMT Pascua, SEUR y el
Madrid
ayuntamiento de
Madrid promueven el
reparto electrico de
ercancias on Foro
coches electrocos
website
EMT Madrid
Madrid impulse reparto
electrico mercancias
on Hibridos y
Electricos online
magazine
Calidad Pascual
Nissan, Calidad
Pascua, SEUR y el
ayuntamiento de
Madrid promueven el
reparto electrico de
ercancias on Calidad
Website
Nissan, Calidad
Nissan, Calidad
Pascual, SEUR, EMT Pascua, SEUR y el
Madrid
ayuntamiento de
Madrid promueven el
reparto electrico de
ercancias on
Distribucion y
Actualidad website
EMT Madrid
Madrid potencia
distribucion urbana
mercancias vehiculos
electricos on Hybridos
y Electricos online
magazine

February 1st,
2016

NA

Industry,
Scientific
country

NA

Spain

February 1st,
2016

NA

Industry,
Scientific
country

NA

Spain

February 2nd,
2016

NA

Other: Public

NA

Spain

February 2nd,
2016

NA

Other: Public

NA

Spain

February 2nd,
2016

NA

Industry,
Scientific
country

NA

Spain
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79

Web

80

Web

81

Web

82

Web

83

Articles published in the
popular press

84

Articles published in the
popular press

Nissan, Calidad
Nissan, Calidad
Pascual, SEUR, EMT Pascua, SEUR y el
Madrid
ayuntamiento de
Madrid promueven el
reparto electrico de
ercancias on
Electromovilidad
website
Nissan, Calidad
Nissan, Calidad
Pascual, SEUR, EMT Pascua, SEUR y el
Madrid
ayuntamiento de
Madrid promueven el
reparto electrico de
ercancias on
Electromaps website
Nissan, Calidad
Impulso al reparto
Pascual, SEUR, EMT electrico de
Madrid
mercancias on Diario
de Gastronomia
website
Nissan, Calidad
Nissan, Calidad
Pascual, SEUR, EMT Pascual y SEUR
Madrid
impulsan el reparto
eléctrico de
mercancías junto al
Ayuntamiento de
Madrid on Nissan
website
SEUR
SEUR presenta su
nuevo proyecto de rsc
on Alimarket online
Nissan
Nissan entrega dos
furgonetas electricas
on Europapress Media

February 2nd,
2016

NA

Industry,
Scientific
community

NA

Spain

February 2nd,
2016

NA

Industry,
Scientific
community

NA

Spain

February 2nd,
2016

NA

Other: Public

NA

Spain

February 2nd,
2016

NA

Industry,
Other: Public

NA

Spain

February 3rd,
2016

NA

Other: Public

NA

Spain

February 3rd,
2016

NA

Other: Public

NA

Spain
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85

Articles published in the
popular press

86

Web

87

Articles published in the
popular press

88

Web

89

Web

90

Web

Nissan, Calidad
Calidad Pascual
Pascual, SEUR, EMT impulse el reparto
Madrid
electrico de
mercancias junto a
Nissan y SEUR on
Diario de la Ribera
Nissan, Calidad
Nissan, Calidad
Pascual, SEUR, EMT Pascual y SEUR
Madrid
apuestan por los
vehiculos electricos
para mercancias on
Ecommerce News
website
SEUR
La sostenibilidad se
establece como pilar
estrategico de SEUR
on Cadana de
Suministro
Nissan, Calidad
Nissan entrega dos
Pascual, SEUR, EMT furgonetas electricas a
Madrid
Pascual y SEUR
Nissan, Calidad
Nissan entrega dos
Pascual, SEUR, EMT furgonetas electricas a
Madrid
Pascual y SEUR on
Autonomos en Ruta
website
Calidad Pascual and Calidad Pascual y
SEUR
SEUR apuestan por el
reparto electrico de
mercancias on Red
para la Sostenibilidad
Agroalimentaria
website

February 3rd,
2016

NA

Other: Public

NA

Spain

February 4th,
2016

NA

Other: Public

NA

Spain

February 4th,
2016

NA

Other: Public

NA

Spain

February 4th,
2016

NA

NA

Spain

February 9th,
2016

NA

Industry,
Scientific
community
Industry

NA

Spain

February 9th,
2016

NA

Industry

NA

Spain
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91

Web

92

Web

93

Articles published in the
popular press

94

Web

95

TV clip

96

TV clip

97

Other: report

98

Web

EMT Madrid

Reparto centro
ciudades furgonetas
electricas on Evolucion website
Nissan, Calidad
Pascual, Nissan y
Pascual, SEUR, EMT SEUR apoyan el
Madrid
reparto de mercancias
con vehiculos
electricos in Motor.es
website
Nissan, Calidad
Nissan entrega
Pascual, SEUR, EMT sendas e-nv200 a
Madrid
SEUR y Pascual para
fomentar el reparto de
mercancias con
vehiculos electricos en
Madrid in Todo
Transporte media
EMT Madrid
Las empresas se unen
por la movilidad
sostenible on Ecooltra
website
EMT Madrid, TNT,
Reference at the
SEUR, Calidad
national TV
Pasqual, ITENE,
Nissan
EMT Madrid, TNT,
Reference at the
SEUR, Calidad
national TV
Pasqual, ITENE,
Nissan
SEUR
Memoria rsc prueba
2 Report
SEUR
La primera furgoneta
de reparto
transformada de

February 9th,
2016

NA

Industry,
Scientific
community

NA

Spain

February 13th,
2016

NA

Industry

NA

Spain

February 26th,
2016

NA

Industry,
Other: Public

NA

Spain

April 3rd, 2016

NA

Industry

NA

Spain

April 5th, 2016

NA

Other: Public

NA

Spain

June 14th, 2016

NA

Other: Public

NA

Spain

July 3rd, 2016

NA

Industry

NA

Spain

September
22nd, 2016

NA

Industry

NA

Spain
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99

Web

SEUR

100 Articles published in the
popular press

SEUR and Nissan

101 Articles published in the
popular press

SEUR and Nissan

102 Web

SEUR

103 Web

SEUR

Combustible Diesel a
Gas Natural
comprimido llega a
Madrid on SEUR
website
SEUR y Nissan
presentan en
Barcelona la nueva
flota ecológica para el
reparto urbano en la
ciudad con el apoyo
del Ayuntamiento on
SEUR website
SEUR y Nissan
presentan una nueva
flota eléctrica para el
reparto urbano on
Comunicación
Logística
SEUR incorpora 20
Nissan LEAF a su flota
de reparto en
Barcelona in Foro
Coches electricos
online platform
SEUR apuesta por la
movilidad sostenible
de la mano de
Transportes
Autónomos y Scutum
on SEUR Website
Más movilidad
sostenible con las
eléctricas de Scutum y

October 17th,
2016

NA

Industry

NA

Spain

October 18th,
2016

NA

Industry

NA

Spain

October 23rd,
2016

NA

Industry

NA

Spain

October 25 th,
2016

NA

Industry

NA

Spain

October 26 th,
2016

NA

Industry and
Other: Public

NA

Spain
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104 Web

SEUR

105 Articles published in the
popular press

EMT Madrid

106 Other: report

EMT Madrid

107 Other: book

EMT Madrid, TNT,
SEUR, Calidad
Pasqual, ITENE,
Nissan

108 Web

EMT Madrid

SEUR on ABC Motor
Economía website
SEUR apuesta por la
movilidad sostenible y
amplía su flota de
vehículos eléctricos.
Article in Logistica
Professional

October 26 th,
2016

NA

Industry and
Other: Public

NA

Spain

2016

NA

Industry,
Scientific
community
and Other:
Public
Other: Public

NA

Spain

NA

Spain

NA

Scientific
community

NA

Spain

NA

Industry,
Other: Public

NA

Spain

Revista Economía
2016
Industrial from the
Spanish government
July 2017
Guía del vehículo
2015 eléctrico II in
FENERCAM (Chapter
published in a book
focused on electric
mobility)
Inclusion of a
July 12th, 2017
reference to FREVUE
in this catalogue of
less polluting vehicles
available on the
market that has been
developed with CITET
in the framework of the
Business Forum of the
City of Madrid with the
aim of distributing it
among logistics
operators
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109 Articles published in the
popular press

AMAT

110 Web

AMAT

111 Newsletter

AMAT

112 Web

AMAT

113 Other: report

AMAT

114 Articles published in the
popular press

AMAT

115 Articles published in the
popular press
116 Web

AMAT

117 Publication

SINTEF, Oslo, Bring

118 Publication

SINTEF, Oslo, Bring

AMAT

Smart city
(Presentation of
Milan’s ‘smart
projects’, including
FREVUE) in La
Repubblica
Article in mobility lab
website

19-Apr-13

NA

Other: Public

NA

Italy

Nov-13

NA

NA

Italy

FREVUE in the
Newsletter Comune di
Milano
FREVUE in Transport
online, Italian platform
on logistics
FREVUE description in
the Regolamento of
the project Green Line
Article in €uromerci, a
national logistics
magazine
Article in Trasporti
news
Eurodifarm, consegne
green alle farmacie del
centro di Milano.
Article in Veicoli
Elettrici News, online
media on Evs
Article in Gemini,
Popular science
magazine
Elektrisk transport i
medvind in Gemini,

Nov-13

NA

Industry;
Decision
makers
Other: Public

NA

Italy

Nov-13

NA

Industry

NA

Italy

January 2014

NA

Descision
makers

NA

Italy

2014

NA

NA

Italy

2014

NA

Industry,
Scientific
community
Industry

NA

Italy

15 October
2015

NA

Industry

NA

Italy

June 2013

Na

Scientific
community

NA

Norway

Aug-13

NA

Scientific
community

NA

Norway
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Popular science
magazine
Article in Dagens
Nov-13
Næringsliv, Popular
journal
Electric Transport With 2015
Wind In Its Sails in
Sustainable Race,
Online news
FREVUE in Newsletter October 2013
on clean mobility from
the City of Stockholm

119 Articles published in the
popular press

Oslo

120 Web

Oslo

121 Newsletter

Stockholm

122 Newsletter

Stockholm

Newsletter on clean
mobility from the City
of Stockholm

Dec-13

NA

123 Web

Stockholm

Nov-13

NA

124 Web

Stockholm

Nov-13

125 Web

Stockholm

Article in Ladda
Elbilen, National
website on electric
vehicles
Article in
Elbilsupphandling,
Website on electric
vehicles (created by
the city of Stockholm
and Vattenfall)
Article about
Construction Logistics
Center on the website
on Construction
logistics in Stockholm

2014
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NA

Industry,
Other: Public

NA

Norway

NA

Climate action

NA

Norway

NA

Industry,
Decision
makers,
Media, Other:
Public
Industry,
Decision
makers,
Media, Other:
Public
Industry

NA

Sweden

NA

Sweden

NA

Sweden

NA

Industry,
Other: Public

NA

Sweden

NA

Industry

NA

Sweden
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126

Stockholm

127 TV clip

Stockholm, Fortum,
Trafikverket

128 Video

Stockholm

129 Articles published in the
popular press

Stockholm

130 Other: Report

Stockholm

131

Stockholm

Other: Report

132 Press release
133 Articles published in the
popular press
134 TV clip
135 Other: report

Stockholm, Fortum,
Trafikverket
Stockholm, Fortum,
Trafikverket
Stockholm, Fortum,
Trafikverket
Stockholm

Mitt i Östermalm, Local
newspaper
ABC-nytt, Local
Stockholm Region TV
news
Stockholm Royal
Seaport Building
Logistics Centre
(English version with
subtitles)
Article in Elmias
newspaper and
Åkeritidningen,
logistics magazine
Experiences from
setting up public
charging facilities for
electric vehicles in
Stockholm
Experience and impact
of environmental
requirements for
transport in public
procurements
Inauguration of the
UCC, Press release
Inauguration of the
UCC, news on news
Websites
Inauguration of the
UCC, Film
Stockholm Royal
Seaport Construction
Consolidation Centre

February 2014

NA

NA

Sweden

NA

Industry and
Other: Public
Other: Public

February 17,
2014

NA

Sweden

Online since
spring 2014

NA

Public

NA

Sweden,
Europe

Sep-14

NA

News from
Elmia and the
Lastbil 2014

NA

Sweden

February 2016

NA

Decision
makers

NA

Sweden and
Europe

May 2016

NA

Decision
makers

NA

Sweden

March 2017

NA

Media

NA

Sweden

NA

Other: Public

NA

NA

Other: Public

NA

NA

Decision
makers

NA

Summer 2017
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Sweden

136 Poster

Amsterdam

137 Exhibition

Ecomobiel
Rotterdam

138 Workshop

Nissan

139 Workshop

Amsterdam,
Heineken

Poster at STRAIGHTSOL workshop,
Workshop organised
by TNO, about
innovative
combinations between
techniques and
distribution
Ecomobiel Rotterdam,
one of the largest
trade fairs related to
green mobility
Koffie Elektrisch:
Amsterdam Electric 5
years, what are our
plans? - Networking
event: Presentation on
Do we have the same
idea how to promote,
enhance and
accelerate electric
mobility?
Introduction-meeting
between new
Alderman and first
movers (smart
logistics) - Talk. Show
best practices smart
logistics and clean
vehicles, Sharing
knowledge about EV,
policy incentives to
stimulate EV Involved

24-Sep-13

Amsterdam

Decision
makers,
scientific
community

40

Europe

8-9 October
2013

Rotterdam

Industry,
Other: Public

4000

Netherlands
- Global

30-Apr-14

Amsterdam

Industruy,
decision
makers

50

The
Netherlands

24 June 2014

Amsterdam

Other: Public

50

The
Netherlands
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140 Workshop

Rotterdam

141 Conference

Rotterdam

142 Exhibition

TNO, Rotterdam

143 Workshop

Amsterdam and
Rotterdam

144 Conference

Amsterdam and
Rotterdam

Event “Slim en schoon
door de stad” :
Advantages of electric
vehicles and smart
logistic concepts
Electric Mobility
Conference week,
Rotterdam: Captive
Fleet owners and
operators, local
authorities,
consultants, solution
providers, OEMs
Ecomobiel/Ecologistie
k Sustainable Mobility
Fair - Launch of Green
Deal Zero Emission
distribution by 2020 in
Rotterdam
Fringe event
exploration of
solutions for grid
constraints when
electrifying trucks and
vans. Message:
Problem of the
charging infrastructure
aspect of the
introduction of Electric
Freight Vehicles in
Urban Distribution
Presentation at
conference: “Mobiliteit
en Innovatiegericht
Inkopen” organized by

26 June 2014

Rotterdam

Industruy,
decision
makers

100

The
Netherlands

7-9 October
2014

Rotterdam

Industry,
Decision
makers

100

The
Netherlands

October 2014

Rotterdam

Industry,
Other: Public

4000

Netherlands
- Global

21 October
2014

Rotterdam

Industry,
decision
makers

40

The
Netherlands

25-Nov-15

Rotterdam

Descision
makers

200

The
Netherlands
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145 Media briefing

Heineken,Amsterda
m

146 Media briefing

Heineken,Amsterda
m

147 Workshop

TNO

the Ministry of
Economic Affairs and
the City of Rotterdam
Demonstration partner
launches its EV.
Information about the
vehicle (Ginaf) and
Amsterdam policy and
ambitions.
Information about the
19t vehicle. Appointing
the role of supplier of
the vehicle, Heineken,
City of Rotterdam and
operating company
(Van der Heiden).
Showing best practice.
Innovation workshop
for sustainable energy
use in transportation at
RVO (Netherlands
Enterprise Agency) The Dutch national
government organized
this event with energy
suppliers, grid
operators and OEMs
and academics to
investigate the
feasibility of (and
identify possible
effective pathways to)
zero emission
transportation

26-Nov-14

Amsterdam

Media

50

The
Netherlands

26-Nov-14

Amsterdam

Media

50

The
Netherlands

December 15,
2014

Amsterdam

Industry,
Scientific
community

50

The
Netherlands
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148 Workshop

Amsterdam

149 Workshop

Amsterdam

150 Conference

Rotterdam

151 Conference

Rotterdam

Privilege pilot Message: Sharing
knowledge about EV,
policy incentives to
stimulate EVs
Follow up meeting
between Alderman
and first movers Sharing knowledge
about the cooperation
between Nissan and
Gemeente Amsterdam
in order to increase EV
use in Amsterdam
Joint presentation at
eMSF2015 - What
makes EV interesting
for the different
frontrunners Presentation by the
City of Rotterdam of a
study on the effect of
electrification of the
city’s fleet of duty
vehicles on charging
requirements and on
the electricity grid
3rd International
Symposium on Energy
Challenges and
Mechanics, Aberdeen
- Joint presentation of
Rotterdam with local
grid operator and
participation in

Q4 2014- Q2
2016

Amsterdam

Decision
makers

50

The
Netherlands

Q1 2015

Amsterdam

Other: Public

50

The
Netherlands

25th 26th
February 2015

Brussels

Decision
makers,
industry,
scientific
community

200

Europe

July 2015

Aberdeen

Scientific
community

300

Global
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152 Conference

UPS

153 Conference

UPS

154 Workshop

Rotterdam

155 Workshop

Rotterdam

156 Workshop

Rotterdam

157 Workshop

Polis, Rotterdam,
Madrid

discussions,
presenting results of
recent project
Mott Mc Donald
conference - Peter
Harris presented on
the UPS London
demonstrator
Sustainable Brands
conference, Windsor UK - Peter Harris
presented on ecommerce related
innovation (including
urban EVs) and
showcased one of the
FREVUE supported
EVs in a
demonstration area
Urban consolidation as
part of city logistics
and freight planning
Urban consolidation as
part of city logistics
and freight planning
Urban consolidation as
part of city logistics
and freight planning
Polis Working Group
on Urban Freight backto-back with CIVITAS
study tour (London,
UK) - Presentation on
Rotterdam experience
with making urban

8 October 2015

London

Scientific
community

100

UK, Global

16 – 18
November 2015

Windsor

Scientifc
community,
Industry

400

UK, Global

February 2016

Rotterdam

Descision
makers

30

The
Netherlands

February 2016

Rotterdam

Descision
makers

30

The
Netherlands

Apr-16

Rotterdam

Descision
makers

30

The
Netherlands

07-Sep-16

London

Decision
makers

25

Europe
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158 Workshop

Rotterdam

159 Workshop

Rotterdam

160 Workshop

Polis, Rottedam,
Amsterdam, Madrid

freight more
sustainable, a.o.
through FREVUE.
Raising interest for the
Declaration of Intent
Platform Logistiek010
event (Rotterdam, NL)
- Presentations and
workshops on making
Urban Freight and
Logistics more
sustainable. FREVUE
experience with
privileges shared,
presided workshop on
making waste
collection emission
free
JRC meeting in
Seville, Spain Rotterdam experience
(a.o. in FREVUE)
shared with JRC
Renewal of the EU
guidelines for GPP of
transport
POLIS Working Group
on Urban Freight,
Rotterdam NL - A side
event to the yearly
POLIS conference, a
prominent item on the
agenda was the
Declaration of Intent,

03-Nov-16

Rotterdam

Descision
makers

50

The
Netherlands

23-Nov-16

Seville

Descision
makers

40

Europe

01-Dec-16

Rotterdam

Decision
makers

50

Europe
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161 Workshop

Polis, Rotterdam,
TNO, Oslo

162 Workshop

Rotterdam,
Stockholm

163 Workshop

Amsterdam

164 Other: Visit

Amsterdam - AMAT

which is supported by
the FREVUE cities
BuyZET, In EU-project
BuyZET Oslo,
Copenhagen and
Rotterdam develop a
methodology to
optimize the use of
public procurement
power to achieve ZE
transport. Experience
gained within FREVUE
inspired Rotterdam to
initiate this project, as
was pointed out to
participants.
Eurocities Mobility
Forum, a.o. Working
Group on Freight
Logistics, Presentation
on Rotterdam effort to
achieve ZE urban
logistics, Presentation
of Stockholm
demonstration
ICVUE city workshop,
Stuttgart Presentation: sharing
knowledge about EVs
with Dortmund, Oslo,
Carinthia, Barcelona
and Stuttgart
Visit from the city of
Milan to Amsterdam Sharing knowledge

7-8 December
2016

Rotterdam

Descision
makers

30

Europe

15-17 March
2017

Lisbon

Decision
makers

70

Europe

March 2017

Stuttgart

Decision
makers

20

Europe

March 2017

Amsterdam

Descision
makers

10

Netherlands
, Italy
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165 Workshop

Amsterdam

166 Conference

Rotterdam

167 Workshop

Rotterdam, UPS,
Heineken, Breytner

168 Workshop

Rotterdam

about EVs, LEZ, Car
Sharing, Parking
Privilges
Koffie Elektrisch: the
next step - Sharing
knowledge about EVs,
policy incentives to
stimulate EV
Mobility Matters :
National Conference
on the future of Urban
Mobility organized
around the
presentation of the
Rotterdam SUMP.
Workshop on
innovative and
sustainable city
logistics
Platform Logistiek010
event - Meeting with
stakeholder
community involved in
city logistics. Planned
to kick off the dialogue
process to develop a
long term view of city
logistics Rotterdam.
Insights from FREVUE
will be shared by the
city and local
demonstrators.
Eurocities WG Noise:
Contribution of (freight)
vehicle electrification

March 2017

Amsterdam

April 11th 2017

Rotterdam

April 11th 2017

Sep-17
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Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

40

The
Netherlands

200

The
Netherlands

Rotterdam

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

50

The
Netherlands

Essen

Decision
makers

20

Europe

71

169 Workshop

Amsterdam

170 Workshop

Rotterdam

171 Conference

Lisbon

172 Workshop

EMEL, Lisbon

to urban traffic noise
reduction
Koffie Elektrisch:
Sharing knowledge
about EVs, policy
incentives to stimulate
EV
Platform Logistiek010
event (Rotterdam, NL)
: Meeting with
stakeholder
community involved in
city logistics. Planned
to kick off the dialogue
process to develop a
long term view of city
logistics Rotterdam.
Insights from FREVUE
will be shared by the
city and local
demonstrators, and
interest will be raised
in the “Life after
FREVUE” initiative.
EU Project EBridge –
Milan Conference Dissemination Activity.
CML as partner of
EBridge and FREVUE
Project
Workshop on "City
Logistics and Freight
Transport" in
Vilamoura - The
meeting dealt with the

October 2017

Amsterdam

November 2nd
2017

Rotterdam

November 13
2015

April, 16-17,
2015
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Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

40

The
Netherlands

50

The
Netherlands

Milan

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

70

Europe

Vilamoura

Scientific
community,
Policy makers

50

Portugal

72

173 Workshop

EMEL, Lisbon, CTT,
all

174 Conference

EMEL

175 Workshop

CRP, all

176 Conference

CRP

177 Conference

CRP

178 Conference

CRP

topic of "Sustainable
freight transport - are
cities willing and ready
for the recent
advances in transport
technologies?"
FREVUE Progress
meeting

Green Business Week
: Presentation by
EMEL of their electric
fleet, bike-sharing
system and related
apps.
Frevue project launch,
London

May 14 2015

Lisbon

15-17 March
2017

Lisbon

21 March 2013

London

Automotive Cleantech 27 June 2013
Conference, London :
Sustainable logistics in
cities and Evs
Independent Transport 10 July 2013
Commission, London :
Improving the
efficiency of UK freight
movements
Base London
11 July 2013
conference Sustainable logistics in
cities and EVs
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Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
Scientific
community

40

Europe

500

Portugal

60

Europe

London

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry

150

UK

London

Industry

200

UK

London

Industry,
decision
makers,

200

UK
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179 Conference

CRP

180 Conference

CRP

181 Exhibition

CRP

182 Exhibition

ICL

183 Workshop

TfL, UPS, UKPN and
CRP

184 Conference

ARUP

Future Cities Summit,
London : Focus on
networks and
connections, including
transport & energy
DNO Low Carbon
Network Fund
conference, Brighton :
Sustainable logistics in
cities and EVs
Freight in the City :
Scale of demonstrator
activity occurring.
Energy Futures Lab
10th Anniversary
(Exhibition)
LoCity Launch event TfL’s low emission
commercial vehicle
programme (industryled programme aimed
at helping the freight
and fleet sector to lead
the way in improving
air quality and
reducing carbon
emissions).Exploring
collaborations
between FREVUE and
LoCity
Presentation at Freight
in the City, Summit

29 Oct 2013

London

13-14 Nov 2013

Brighton

27 October
2015

London

Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry

17-Nov-15

London

27 January
2016

3 March 2016
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400

UK

200

UK

200

UK

Industry

200

UK

London

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

70

UK

Manchester

Industry,
decision
makers,

350

UK
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185 Conference

UPS

Presentation at
Economist
Sustainability Summit

14 – 16 March
2016

186 Workshop

CRP

Participation and
09-Feb-16
presentation at Central
London Freight Quality
Partnership meeting

London

187 Workshop

CRP

Participation and
10 May 2016
presentation at Central
London Freight Quality
Partnership meeting

London

188 Workshop

CRP

Participation and
12 July 2016
presentation at Central
London Freight Quality
Partnership meeting

London

189 Workshop

CRP

Participation and
19 Oct 2016
presentation at Central
London Freight Quality
Partnership meeting

London

190 Workshop

CRP

Participation and
12th July 2016
presentation at Central
London Freight Quality
Partnership meeting

London

191 Conference

CRP

Low Carbon
Commercial Vehicle
Demonstration

London

14th July 2016
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London

Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
75

200

UK

50

UK

50

UK

50

UK

50

UK

51

UK

100

UK

192 Conference

CRP

194 Exhibition

CRP

195 Workshop

CRP

Competition:
Networking &
Consortia Building Results & Evaluation
Activities from Low
Carbon Truck Trial,
LoCity Programme,
Horizon 2020
application process,
and 24M OLEV
funding for highly
innovative and
disruptive technology,
systems (on and off
vehicle) or new
business models.
CRP Air Quality event
- CRP Cleaner Air
Better Business event
with partners (London
boroughs and
business improvement
districts) and funders.
Freight in the City
Expo 2016 - Exhibition
of the latest vehicles,
technology and
equipment that enable
urban deliveries to be
made cleanly, safely,
quietly and efficiently.
Presented on
FREVUE project to its
25 attendees of LEPT
Borough Forum. The

Scientific
community

7th September
2016

London

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

100

uk, Europe

2nd November
2016

London

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

700

UK

24 October
2016

London

Decision
makers

25

UK
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196 Workshop

CRP

197 Workshop

CRP, TfL

London European
Partnership for
Transport (LEPT) was
established in 2006 as
a new partnership to
coordinate,
disseminate and
promote the
sustainable transport
and mobility agenda
for London and
London boroughs in
Europe.
West London Freight
17-Nov-16
Strategy Launch FREVUE presentation
to 40 delegates mostly
from West London
transport organisations
and boroughs,
including Heathrow
Airport, supermarkets
like Lidl and Waitrose,
the Freight Transport
Association.
LoCITY HGV Working 19 January
Group - Preliminary
2017
FREVUE results
presented to working
Group members:
Mercury Fuel Systems,
Hitachi Capital,
Scania, CNG Fuels,
IVECO, DfT, ENNEU,
TNT, Tevva, Martin
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London

Decision
makers and
industry

40

UK

London

Decision
makers and
industry

30

UK

77

198 Conference

UPS

199 Workshop

CRP

200 Workshop

CRP

201 Workshop

CRP

Brower, DHL,
JouleVert, Daimler,
LowCVP, SSE, FTA,
Gasrec, TfL
UPS presented their
activities under
FREVUE and
preliminary results.

1 March 2017

Presentation of
19-Apr-17
FREVUE project and
preliminary results to
senior engineer, head
of environmental
strategy, and head of
climate change
strategy at OLEV.
CRP Board Meeting - 10 May 2017
Presentation of
FREVUE project and
preliminary results to
CRP Board by
FREVUE Co-ordinator
and research partner
Imperial College. The
CRP board is
composed of 31
partners, 8 central
London boroughs, 17
Business Improvement
Districts.
Chartered Institute of
16 May 2018
Logistics and
Transport Presentation to
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Birmingham

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Decision
makers

200

UK

200

UK

London

Decision
makers

60

UK

London

Decision
makers

20

UK

London
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202 Workshop

Citet - on behalf of
local partners

203 Workshop

Citet - on behalf of
local partners

204 Workshop

Citet - on behalf of
local partners

205 Workshop

Citet - on behalf of
local partners

206 Workshop

Citet - on behalf of
local partners

207 Workshop

Citet - on behalf of
local partners

London Region of
CILTon the role of
electric freight vehicles
in city logistics
I Jornada Eficiencia
Logística y
Sostenibilidad Conference about
logistics and
Sustainibility
Presentation at
Jornada sobre Ahorro
y Eficiencia Energética
en Centros Logísticos
- Mobility event
(freight)
Presentation at
Jornada sobre
Distribución Urbana de
Mercancías -Mobility
event (freight)
Presentation at
Jornada sobre la I+D+i
como fuente de
resultados - Mobility
event (freight)
Presentation at La
optimización de
procesos logísticos y
de almacén: Técnicas
Lean aplicadas a los
procesos de almacén Mobility event (freight)
Presentation at
Mejoras en la

April, 11th 2013

Madrid

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

50

Spain

April 17th 2013

Madrid

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

50

Spain

April 23rd 2013

Madrid

50

Spain

May 9th 2013

Madrid

50

Spain

May 14th 2013

Madrid

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

50

Spain

June 12th 2013

Madrid

Industry,
decision

50

Spain
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208 Workshop

ITENE

210 Workshop

EMT Madrid

211 Conference

EMT Madrid

212 Conference

EMT Madrid

213 Conference

EMT Madrid

distribución Urbana de
Mercancías - Mobility
event (freight)
Presentation at
Nuevos retos del
transporte de
mercancías en la
mejora de la calidad
de vida de las áreas
urbanas. Mobility
event (freight)
Presentation at
Jornada sobre nuevos
servicios en el
transporte y la
logística: distribución
urbana de mercancías
- Mobility event
(freight)
Presentation at III
Congreso Nacional de
Movilidad y
Distribución Urbana
Sostenible - Mobility
event (freight)
Presentation at 6th
European Conference
on ICT for Transport
Logistics (ECITL) Mobility event (freight)
Presentation at Feria
Logistics 2013. Madrid
- Mobility event
(freight)

June 27th 2013

Valencia

July 3rd 2013

Madrid

October 10th
2013

makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

50

Spain

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

50

Spain

Madrid

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

200

Spain

October 23rd 25th 2013

Saragossa

300

Europe

November 14th
2013

Madrid

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Other: Public

200

Spain
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214 Conference

EMT Madrid

215 Workshop

EMT Madrid, Nissan,
ITENE, Calidad
Pascual, TNT, SEUR

216 Workshop

EMT Madrid /
Municipality

217 Conference

EMT Madrid

Participation at
Jornada FP7-Green
Cars/Horizon 2020
Green Vehicles,
Nuevas oportunidades
para el sector de los
vehículos limpios Clean fleet event
Organisation of
International FREVUE
meeting

November 19th
2013

Barcelona

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

300

Spain

November 21st
2013

Madrid

50

Europe

Proclima Forum - The
Project was presented
by the General
Director of the City
Council to 58 of the
biggest spanish
companies
participates at this
forum: logistics
companies, vehicle
suppliers, utilities,
operators and logistics
services, customers,
Services companies,
Food and retail
companies, etc.)
Presentation at
Jornada “Smart Cities.
Distribución Urbana
Inteligente”. - Smart
cities event

December 4th,
2013

Madrid

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry

100

Spain

December 11th
2013

Getafe

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

200

Spain
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218 Workshop

EMT Madrid /
Municipality

219 Workshop

EMT Madrid

220 Workshop

ITENE

221 Conference

ITENE, SEUR

Presentation at
Workshop on Mobility
Governance and
Smart Cities. - Clean
fleet event
Presentation at
AEDIVE event during
the European Mobility
Week, as one of the
activities included in
the city agenda Panelist and presenter
Evento CITET Research Center for
Packaging, Transport
and LogisticsPresentation of
FREVUE project in the
event: Jornada
"Alternativas de
financiación y mejora
de costes para las
empresas de logística
y transporte"
SMARTCITY EXPO
WORLD CONGRESS
- Research Center for
Packaging, Transport
and Logistics Presentation about:
Development of an
electric fleet
management system
within FREVUE
project.

February, 20th
2014

Valladolid

September 22nd Madrid
, 2014

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community,
Other: public

50

Spain

November 4th ,
2014

Madrid

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

50

Spain

November 2022 2014

Barcelona

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

10000+

Global
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222 Conference

ITENE

223 Conference

ITENE, Polis, EMT
Madrid / Municipality

224 Other: Site visit

EMT Madrid /
Municipality

225 Conference

SEUR

ITS Spain
Conference, Jorge
León, from ITENE
represented FREVUE
at the ITS conference
in Madrid
POLIS conference,
Madrid - European
urban mobility
conference.
Experience from
European local
authorities - Jorge
León, ITENE –
Research Center for
Packaging, Transport
and Logistics
Presetatio, on the
development of an
electric fleet
management system
within FREVUE
project.
VEM 2015 - Electric
Vehicle Parade. Use
of the Consolidation
centre as starting
point. - Site visit
Presentation at
GASNAM Congress Mobility event - May
López, CSR Manager
of SEUR participates
in the roundtable "New
projects and Iberian

November
25th 2014

Madrid

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

300

Spain

November 2728 2014

Madrid

Decsions
makers,
Scientific
community

200

Europe

April 11,12,
2015

Madrid

50

Spain

October 20,21
2015

Madrid

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

200

Spain
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226 Workshop

ITENE

227 Workshop

SEUR

228 Workshop

SEUR

229 Conference

Calidad Pascual

230 Conference

SEUR

experiences" on
natural gas in road
transport.
Participation at
Jornada sobre
INNOVACIÓN EN LAS
TECNOLOGÍAS DE
MOVILIDAD
APLICADAS AL
TRANSPORTE Mobility event (freight)
83º Jornada
Corresponsables CSR event - May
López, CSR Manager
of SEUR participates
in the
roundtable"Impact and
development of
sustainable cities"
4ª Jornada "Eficiencia
Logística y
Sostenibilidad" Logistics event - May
López, CSR Manager
of SEUR participates
in the event talking
about FREVUE
Alimentaria - Salón
Internacional de
Alimentación y
Bebidas - Participation
I CONGRESO DE
MOVILIDAD
INTELIGENTE - E-

November 24,
2015

Madrid

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

50

Spain

February 26th,
2016

Madrid

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

40

Spain

April 7th, 2016

Madrid

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

50

Spain

April 25th28th,2016

Madrid

Industry

200

Spain

May 27th, 2016

Madrid

Industry,
decision
makers,

200

Spain
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231 Conference

232 Conference

233 Conference

234 Conference

mobility event - May
López, SEUR: panelist
and presenter
Calidad Pascual
Presentation at III Foro
del Vehículo Eléctrico
e Industria Asociada Electric vehicles
SEUR, Calidad
18º Salón
Pascual and EMT
Internacional de la
Madrid
Logística y de la
Manutención (SIL
2016), -Logistics
event - May López
(SEUR), Jose Carlos
Espeso (CALIDAD
PASCUAL) and Sergio
Fernández (AYTO
MADRID/EMT)
participate at a
roundtable
SEUR
VII Encuentro sobre
Responsabilidad
Social Corporativa CSR event - May
López, CSR Manager
of SEUR participates
in the event talking
about FREVUE
ITENE, Calidad
I Congreso de
Pascual, EMT Madrid Movilidad y Turismo
Sostenible ciudad de
Málaga - E-mobility
event

Scientific
community
June 2nd, 2016

Madrid

Industry

400

Spain

June 9th, 2016

Madrid

Industry

400

Spain

June 21st, 2016

Madrid

Industry

200

Spain

September 22nd Malaga
and 23rd, 2016

Industry

200

Spain
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235 Conference

ITENE

236 Workshop

Calidad Pascual

237 Workshop

Calidad Pascual

238 Workshop

AEHCOS,
Asociación de
hoteles costa del sol

239 Workshop

Calidad Pascual

240 Workshop

Calidad Pascual

LEVS- Light Electric
Vehicle Summit - Emobility event
Presentation at the
association of
entrepreneur from
Malaga meeting. José
Carlos Espeso
(CALIDAD PASCUAL)
participated talking
about FREVUE
Beach business
entrepreneurs
association
(AEPLAYAS). Lecture
in the meeting given
by José Carlos Espeso
(CALIDAD PASCUAL)
talking about FREVUE
project
Costa del Sol hotel
association
(AEHCOS). - Lecture
in the meeting given
by José Carlos Espeso
(CALIDAD PASCUAL)
talking about FREVUE
project
Jornada de movilidad
sostenible en los
centros históricos"
III Meeting of electric
mobility Community of
Madrid. Lecture
disseminating the

September 20th
and 21st, 2016

Barcelona

150

Europe

Malaga

Industry,
Scientific
community
Industry

Sep-16

40

Spain

Sep-16

Madrid

Industry

40

Spain

Sep-16

Costa del
Sol

Industry

40

Spain

October 17th,
2016

Valencia

50

Spain

October 2016

Madrid

Industry,
Decision
makers
Industry,
decision
makers,

50

Spain
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241 Workshop

Calidad Pascual Nissan

242 Workshop

Calidad Pascual

243 Workshop

Calidad Pascual

244 Workshop

Calidad Pascual

245 Workshop

Calidad Pascual

project by Jose Carlos
Espeso (CALIDAD
PASCUAL).
Movilidad eléctrica
Nissan - José Carlos
Espeso (CALIDAD
PASCUAL)
disseminated the
project in a meeting
with Nissan.
AEGFA " Barcelona,
nuevo modos de
transporte" - Lecture
given by in Jose
Carlos Espeso
(CALIDAD PASCUAL)
"Barcelona, new
modes of transport"
(AEGFA)
José Carlos Espeso
(CALIDAD PASCUAL)
talked about the
project with the
General direction of
traffic
Lecture in GHB,
Barcelona Hotel Guild.
José Carlos Espeso
(CALIDAD PASCUAL)
José Carlos Espeso
(CALIDAD PASCUAL)
talked with Live
Platform "Sustainable
and Safe Mobility"

Scientific
community
October 2016

Madrid

Industry

25

Spain

Nov-16

Barcelona

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

40

Spain

Dec-16

Madrid

Industry

10

Spain

Dec-16

Barcelona

Industry

25

Spain

January 2017

Barcelona

Decision
makers and
industry

50

Spain
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246 Workshop

Calidad Pascual

247 Workshop

EMT Madrid /
Municipality

248 Workshop

EMT Madrid /
Municipality

249 Conference

EMT Madrid

about FREVUE
project.
Foretica "Cluster de
medio ambiente" José Carlos Espeso
(CALIDAD PASCUAL)
disseminated the
project to the
environment cluster
(Foretica)
Seminar on
Sustainable Mobility.
ETSI Minas, Madrid Enrique García and
Sergio Fernández
presented Madrid
FREVUE Project
CITYLAB Project
transferability program,
London - presentation
of Madrid FREVUE
Project
World Cities Summit.
Mayors Forum. China The Forum is an
exclusive, byinvitation-only global
platform for city
leaders to discuss
pressing urban
challenges and share
best practices. Madrid
City Council talked
about e-mobility,

February 2017

Madrid

Decision
makers

50

Spain

April 12th, 2017

Madrid

Decision
makers,
scientific
community

49

Spain

May 12th, 2017

London

Decision
makers,
scientific
community

50

Spain

May 17th -20th ,
2017

Suzhou,
China

Decision
makers

150

Global
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250 Conference

EMT Madrid

251 Conference

EMT Madrid, all

252 Other: Radio

EMT Madrid /
Municipality

253 Conference

AMAT

254 Workshop

AMAT

255 Conference

AMAT

256 Conference

AMAT

including FREVUE
project
14th NECTAR
International
Conference: Transport
in a networked society,
Madrid
“Estudio de viabilidad
para el desarrollo de
soluciones
logísticas":Sergio
Fernández presented
the results of FREVUE
Project, both for the
City of Madrid and for
the rest of participant
cities
Enrique García
presented FREVUE
project on the local
radio station
Electric Mobility
Generation - Valentino
Sevino presented the
project - FREVUE

June 2nd, 2017

Madrid

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

200

Spain

July 12th, 2017

Madrid

200

Spain,
Europe

August 26th,
2017

NA

Other: Public

NA

Spain

18-21 March
2014

Milan

200

Italy

Meetings with IVECO,
TNT and Toyota
Key Energy 2014

July-September
2014
8 November
2014 Rimini

Milan

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry

20

Italy

50

Italy

Beyond 2015 FREVUE presentation

26-27 February
2015 Milan

Milan

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision

50

Italy
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257 Conference

AMAT

Green Mobilility Show
- Case study
presentation
Presentation at
SolarEXPO

6-7 March 2015
Venice

Venice

258 Conference

AMAT

8-10 April 2015

Milan

259 Conference

AMAT

Transpotec Logitec presentation

16-19 April 2015 Verona
– Verona

260 Conference

AMAT

Intralogistica Italia Case study
presentation

19-23 May 2015
Milano

Milan

261 Conference

AMAT

CityTech - Case study
presentation and
discussion

October 2015

Milan

262 Workshop

AMAT

SMAU - Case study
presentation and
discussion

21-23 October
2015

Milan

263 Exhibition

AMAT

Electric Vehicles
Show, Milan Presentation inside
Expo in Città

June 2015

Milan
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makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
Other: Public
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Other: Public

90

50

Italy

100

Italy

100

Italy

50

Italy

100

Italy

25

Italy

500+

Italy

264 Conference

AMAT

265 Conference

AMAT

266 Conference

AMAT

267 Conference

AMAT

268 Workshop

AMAT

269 Workshop

AMAT

270 Conference

AMAT

Logistic Conference Organised by Milan
along with public and
private sector partners
interested logistic
mobility
5° DHL Supply Chain
Life Sciences &
Healthcare Annual
Day - Milan's Deputy
Mayor Mr Maran
presented FR-EVUE
project
Milano Sharing Cities Valentino Sevino
showed Logistics in
Milan and good
practices presentation
Urbanpromo
Convention - Valentino
Sevino showed La
mobilità green a
Milano presentation
Meeting with Groupe
La Poste Marseille
Pro e-Bike Seminar Valentino Sevino
presented FR-EVUE
project
CityTech Conference
& exhibition Valentino Sevino will
presented FR-EVUE
project

Sep-15

Milan

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

100

Italy

22-Sep-15

Milan

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

80

Italy

13-14
November 2015

Milan

80

Italy

17-Nov-15

Milan

30

Italy

23 February
2016
24 February
2016

Marseille

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry

15

Italy, France

Milan

Decison
makers

30

Italy

28-29 April 2016 Milan

Decison
makers

80

Italy
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271 Workshop

AMAT

272 Workshop

AMAT

273 Workshop

AMAT

274 Workshop

AMAT

275 Workshop

AMAT

276 Workshop

AMAT

277 Workshop

AMAT

278 Workshop

AMAT

279 Workshop

AMAT

280 Workshop

AMAT

Meeting studenti
Tourism Management
Università di Munchen
Meeting with Mayor
and delegation from
Ufa (Russia)
Meeting on Urban
logistics organized by
Group La Poste and
Grand Villes de Paris
Meeting with Baden
Wuttemberg
delegation
Meeting with South
America delegation
Meeting with Turkish
delegation
Sustainable Urban
Planning Seminar
Meeting SDA Bocconi
School of
Management - Price
School of Government
Los Angeles
Meeting with Ohio
University delegation
involved in studying
Italian Logistics
system
Meeting with
delegates from Los
Angeles and other
Californian cities

18-Apr-16

Munich

Scientifc
community

20

Italy,
Germany

26-Apr-16

Milan

Decison
makers

10

Italy, Russia

4 May 2016

Milan

Decison
makers and
Industry

50

Italy, France

10 May 2016

Milan

Decison
makers

30

Italy,
Germany

12 May 2016

Milan

30

Global

18 May 2016

Milan

20

Italy, Turkey

24 May 2016

Milan

30

Italy

25 May 2016

Milan

Decison
makers
Decison
makers
Decison
makers
Scientific
community

20

Italy, USA

25 May 2016

Milan

Scientific
community

25

Italy, USA

21-22 July 2016

Milan

Decison
makers

20

Italy, USA
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281 Workshop

AMAT

282 Workshop

AMAT

283 Conference

AMAT

284 Conference

AMAT

285 Workshop

AMAT

286 Workshop

AMAT

287 Workshop

AMAT

288 Workshop

AMAT

Meeting with
delegates from City of
Kazan
Workshop with
SIEMENS - Valentino
Sevino presented
FREVUE project
WORLD OF ENERGY
SOLUTIONS - Milan’s
mobility strategies
presentation with
FREVUE experience
Smart Mobility World Maria Berrini
presented FR-EVUE
project

08-Sep-16

Milan

Decison
makers

5

Italy, Russia

15-Sep-16

Milan

Industry

30

Italy

10-12 October
2016

Milan

Decison
makers

50

Italy

17-18 October
2016

Milan

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Decison
makers

50

Italy

20

Italy

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Decison
makers

80

Italy

50

Italy

Decison
makers

80

Italy

Meeting with
21-Nov-16
delegates from
Environmental Ministry
of China
Workshop on electro- 23 February
mobility supporting city 2017
logistics

Milan

Consortium meeting
H2020 Sharing Cities
project: Paolo Campus
presented FR-EVUE
project
Workshop on electromobility supporting city
logistics

1-2-3 February
2017

Milan

23 February
2017

Milan
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289 Workshop

AMAT

Meeting with Chamber
of Commerce Rhone
Region (Lyon)
National Conference
on Electro-Mobility presentation of
FREVUE and DoI
Workshop “Automotive
2017” in Turin:
Valentino Sevino
presented FR-EVUE
project
Joint FREVUE ELIPTIC in Barcelona

11 May 2017

Milan

Industry,
Decison
makers
Decison
makers

10

Italy

290 Conference

AMAT

18-19-20 May
2017

Milan

100

Italy

291 Workshop

AMAT

16 June 2017

Turin

Decison
makers

20

Italy

292 Workshop

POLIS

17-Sep-17

Barcelona

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Decision
makers

40

Europe

293 Workshop

Oslo

“Corporate for Climate” 20/06/2013
network, Leaders
seminar

Oslo

20

Norway

294 Workshop

Oslo

04/09/2013

Oslo

295 Workshop

Oslo

16-22/09/2013

296 Workshop

Oslo

National Public Roads
Authorities (NPRA)
internal workshop.
FREVUE Workshop at
Oslo's European
mobility week
Working Group
Meeting on Transport
& Energy Efficiency,
Frankfurt

20

Norway

Oslo

Industry,
Other: Public

40

Norway

25-27/09/2013

Oslo

40

Norway

30/09/2013

Oslo

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision

297 Other: webinar

Oslo

C40 webinar

30

Europe
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298 Other: visit

Oslo

Visit of Spanish
delegation
Visit of Chinese
delegation
Visits of GermanNorwegian Chamber
of Commerce
EVVE conference
Ottava

24/09/2013

Oslo

299 Other: visit

Oslo

19/09/2013

Oslo

300 Other: visit

Oslo

09/10/2013

Oslo

301 Conference

Oslo

22-23/10/2013

Oslo

302 Conference

Oslo

EVS27

18-22/10/2013

Oslo

303 Article in popular press

Oslo

29/11/2013

NA

304 Other visit

Oslo

02/11/2013

Oslo

305 Conference

Oslo

Dagens næringsliv
(Newspaper)
Visit of Russian
delegation
Bratislava conference

04/12/2013

Bratislava

306 Other visit

Oslo

Apr-14

Oslo

307 Workshop

Oslo, SINTEF

Student visit from
Germany
SINTEF seminar in
Oslo: The future is
lectric and hydrogen

10/04/2014

Oslo
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makers,
Scientific
community
Decision
makers
Decision
makers
Decision
makers

15

Spain

15

China

15

Norway,
Germany

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Other: Public

60

Norway

60

Norway

NA

Norway

Decision
makers
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,

15

Russia

60

Norway

15

Germany

60

Norway
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308 Conference

Oslo

vehicles: What about
Norwegian value
creation?
Shanghai conference

Scientific
community

309 Other visit

Oslo

ELMOS project visit

07/05/2014

Oslo

310 Other: visit

Oslo

08/05/2014

Oslo

311 Other visit

Oslo

22/09/2014

Oslo

312 Other visit

Oslo

15/10/2014

Oslo

313 Workshop

Oslo

02/10/2014

314 Other: visit

Oslo

315 Other: visit

Oslo

316 Interview

Oslo

317 Interview

Oslo

318 Interview

Oslo

319 Presentation

Oslo

Visit of Latvian
delegation
Visit of the Canadian
delegation
Visit of the delegation
from Malmø and
Skåne
Presentation at
EuroCities Working
Group Vennezia
Delegation from
Toulouse
American/Dutch
delegation
Redaktionsbüro
Thema/Mercedes
Benz Magazine
Vist from University of
Brisbane Dr. Jake
Whitehead (Australia)
Meeting Ing. B.J.N.
Zijtregtop Nederlands
Marcel Meeuwissen
(City of Enschede)

29-30/04/2014

Oslo

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Decision
makers
Decision
makers
Decision
makers
Decision
makers

60

China

15

Germany

15

Latvia

15

Canada

15

Sweden

Venice

Decision
makers

40

Europe

15/11/2014

Oslo

15

France

01/12/2014

Oslo

15

USA

04/12/2014

Oslo

Decision
makers
Decision
makers
Media

NA

Germany

23/01/2015

Oslo

Scientific
community

NA

Australia

29/01/2015

Oslo

NA

03/02/2015

Oslo

Scientific
community
Decision
makers

The
Netherlands
Germany
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320 Other: Visit

Oslo

04/02/2015

Oslo

16/02/2015

Oslo

17/02/2015

Oslo

Oslo

Delegation from
Malmø
Delegation from the
City of Paris and IDF
Interview with Nissan
Magazine
Web-meeting C40

321 Other: visit

Oslo

322 Interview

Oslo

323 Presentation

18/02/2015

NA

324 Other: visit

Oslo

Students from USA

02/03/2015

Oslo

325 Conference

Oslo

Conference: URBACT
II x3, Influencing +
Mobilising + Achieving
Urban Change

04/03/2015

Oslo

326 Workshop

Oslo

Workshop Green
mobility

10/03/2015

Oslo

327 Interview and site visits
328 Presentation
329 Presentation and site
visits
330 Presentation and site
visits
331 Interview

Oslo
Oslo
Oslo

20/03/2015
09/04/2015
16/04/2015

Oslo
Oslo
Oslo

07/05/2015

Oslo

19/05/2015

Oslo

332 Presentation and site
visits
333 Conference

Oslo

RAI Uno TV
Meeting Toyota Norge
Delegation from the
City of München
URBACT City
Conference
Interview with
Frenchjournalist,
Nicolas STIEL
Delegation from the
City of Klagenfürt
Bellona Conference

20/05/2015

Oslo

02/06/2015

Bellona

Oslo
Oslo

Oslo
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Decision
makers
Decision
makers
Media

15

Sweden

15

France

NA

Japan,

Decision
makers
Overseas US
students
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Media
Industry
Decision
makers
Decision
makers
Media

NA

NA

20

USA

70

Europe

20

norway

NA
5
15

Italy
Norway
Germany

150

Europe

NA

France

Decision
makers
Industry,
decision
makers,

15

Germany

80

Europe
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334 Presentation

Oslo

Janette Sadik-Khan
from New York City
(ex. Head of Traffic
Dep.)
Ministry of Trade- and
Industry, Spain
Journalist from
Elmagasin
EVU and Dutch
delegates
Int. conference of
Electromobility

02/06/2015

Oslo

335 Presentation

Oslo

02/06/2015

Oslo

336 Interview

Oslo

03/06/2015

337 Other: Site visit

Oslo

338 Conference

Oslo

339 Video

Oslo

340 Conference

Oslo

341 Interview

Oslo

342 Interview

Oslo

343 Conference

Oslo

Scientific
community
Decision
makers

NA

USA

NA

Spain

Oslo

Decision
makers
Media

NA

Norway

04/06/2015

Oslo

Industry

20

12/06/2015

Oslo

80

Filming by the EU
Commision

23/06/2015

Oslo

NA

Europe

UN Habitat
Conference
Interview with Dennis
Knese from Frankfurt
University
Meeting with AVERE
(the European
Association for
Electromobility)
ZERO Conference ,
stand, brochure, etc

29/06/2015

Oslo

80

Europe

21/08/2015

Oslo

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Decision
makers, Other:
Publi
Decision
makers
German
researcher

The
Netherlands
Europe

NA

Germany

01/09/2015

Oslo

Secretary
General at
AVERE

NA

Europe

02/09/2015

Oslo

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

200

Norway
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344 Conference

Oslo

Conference
CEMOBILE Klagenfürt

16/09/2015

Oslo

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Decision
makers

100

Norway

345 Other: visit

Oslo

23/09/2015

Oslo

346 Interview and site visit

Oslo

30/09/2015

347 Interview and site visit

Oslo

348 Workshop

Oslo

349 Other: visit

Oslo

Int. conference: “8th
Governance Board
meeting and Scoping
Workshop”. Hosted by
the Ministry of
Transport/Norwegian
Road Adm.
New York Times and
Swiss Radio
Filming for UN Habitat
show-case by French
film team, Elephant at
Work
Seminar "New energy
station Alnabru"
Finish delegation

40

Europe

Oslo

Media

NA

06/10/2015

Oslo

Media

NA

US and
Switzerland
Europe

08/10/2015

Oslo

30

Europe

21/10/2015

Oslo

15

finland

Delegation from
Hungary
Int. ZERO Conference

26/10/2015

Oslo

15

Hungary

27/10/2015

Oslo

150

Norway

Telephon interview
with Arthur D. Little,
Paris
Meeting with Tesla
Norge

12/11/2015

Oslo

Decision
makers
Decision
makers
Decision
makers
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry

350 Other: visit

Oslo

351 Conference

Oslo

352 Interview

Oslo

NA

NA

353 Presentatio,

Oslo

26/11/2015

Oslo

Industry

NA

US
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354 Other: visit

Oslo

355 Presentation

Oslo

356 Interview
357 Workshop

Oslo
Oslo

358 Presentation
359 Interview

Oslo
Oslo

360 Presentation
361 Presentation

Oslo
Oslo

362 Presentation

Oslo

363 Other: visit

Oslo

364 Presentation

Oslo

365 Workshop

Oslo

366 Presentation

Oslo

367 Conference

Oslo

368 Presentation

Oslo

Delegation from
Finland
Finish company,
Parking Energy Ltd.
NRK TV
Network meeting Oslo,
Bergen, Trondheim,
Drammen, Fredrikstad,
Stavanger
Meeting Tesla Europe
The New Drive, Dutch
EV consulting
company
Meeting Deloitte Tokyo
Meeting Stakeholders
Hydrogen vehicles
Meeting the
Norwegian Foreign
Ministry, Consulate,
New York
Delegation from Latvia

07/12/2015

Oslo

Decision
makers
Industry

15

Finland

11/12/2015

Oslo

10

Finland

14/01/2016
14/01/2016

Oslo
Oslo

Media
Decision
makers

NA
25

Norway
Norway

18/01/2016
19/01/2016

Oslo
Oslo

Industry
Industry

5
NA

Europe
The
Netherlands

03/02/2016
04/02/2016

Oslo
Oslo

Industry
Industry

5
10

Japan
Norway

09/02/2016

Oslo

Decision
makers

NA

Norway

10/02/2016

Oslo

15

Latvia

17/02/2016

Oslo

NA

Global

19/02/2016

Oslo

25

Norway

03/03/2016

Oslo

Decision
makers
Decision
makers
Scientific
community
Decision
makers

Telephone meeting
C40
The Norwegian
business school
Network meeting Oslo,
Bergen, Trondheim,
Drammen, Fredrikstad,
Stavanger
The annual AVERE
Conference
Ministry of Climate and
Environment

20

Norway

13/04/2016

Oslo

200

Europe

14/04/2016

Oslo

Decision
makers
Decision
makers

NA

Norway
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369 Presentation

Oslo

370 Workshop

Oslo

371 Interview
372 Interview

Oslo
Oslo

373 Other: visit

Oslo

374 Presentation

Oslo

375 Presentation

Oslo

376 Other: Site visit

Oslo

377 Presentation

Oslo

378 Presentation

Oslo

379 Workshop

Oslo

380 Interview

Oslo

Presentation at the
Norwegian Parliament
FREVUE Partner
meeting in Oslo

15/04/2016

Oslo

20/04/2016

Oslo

Korean TV JIBS
Viktoria, Swedish R&D
inst.
I-evue delegation

25/04/2016
27/04/2016

Oslo
Oslo

28/04/2016

Oslo

Meeting C40 Júlia
López
Meeting with China
Euro Vehicle
Technology AB
Delegation from City of
Paris/ile de France
Meeting Auckland
Road Authorities
Delegation from City of
Vienna
1st WORKSHOP:
Green growth through
transport and vehicle
procurements capacity building and
best practices on
transport sector Nordic cities
Interview with Hana
Ilbo, Korean paper

04/05/2016

Oslo

10/05/2016

Oslo

11/05/2016

Oslo

24/05/2016

Oslo

31/05/2016

Oslo

01/06/2016

Oslo

01/06/2016

Oslo
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Decision
makers
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Media
Scientific
community
Decision
makers

NA

Norway

50

Europe

NA
NA

Korea
Norway

40

Decision
makers
Industry

NA

USA, Spain,
Belgium and
Holland
Global

NA

China

Decision
makers
Decision
makers
Descsion
makers
Descsion
makers

25

France

15
15

New
Zealand
Austria

15

Scandinavia

Media

NA

Korea
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381 Other: Site visit

Oslo

382 Presentation

Oslo

383 Interview

Oslo

384 Other: Site visit

Oslo

385 Other: Site visit

Oslo

386 Workshop

Oslo

387 Workshop

Oslo

Meeting and site visits
with the board of
Vokswagen AG
Presentation for
Standing Committee
for Economy, Labour
and Transport of the
Parliament of the
Federal State of
Niedersachsen
Interview with Benedikt
Brandmeier the
Technical University of
Munich (TUM)
Dutch-Belgian
delegation
Delegasjon fra Jeju
Government, Korea
Yearly meeting in
Carbon Neutral Cities
Alliance (CNCA) Cities adm. From
Afirica, Asia, America
and Europe
C40 meeting in the
Low Emission Vehicles
net( LEV). 40 largest
cities + some smaller
innovative once - City
planers from working
with EVs from larger
cities like LA, Chicago,
San Fransisco,
London, Mexico City,
Nanjing, Seattle

02/06/2016

Oslo

Industry

17

Germany

02/06/2016

Oslo

Members of
local
Parliament of
Niedersachse
n

15

Germany

03/06/2016

Oslo

Scientific
community

10

Germany

09/06/2016

Oslo

25

20/06/2016

Oslo

15

Belgium &
Netherlands
Korea

20/06/2016

Oslo

Decsision
makers
Decision
makers
Decision
makers

80

Global

27-30/07 2016

?

Decision
makers

80

Global
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388 Other: Site visit

Oslo

Meeting with City of
Takasaki
Bristol charge point
study, UK
The City of Los
Angeles
The City of Bergen

01/07/2016

Oslo

389 Interview

Oslo

390 Interview

Oslo

391 Interview

Oslo

392 Interview

Oslo

393 Interview

Oslo

394 Conference

Oslo

395 Other: Site visit

Decision
makers
Decision
makers
Decision
makers
Decision
makers
Decision
makers

15

Japan

10/08/2016

Oslo

15

UK

10/08/2016

Oslo

NA

US

10/08/2016

Oslo

NA

Norway

The region of Møre
(western part of
Norway)
Meeting with Dutch
MP
Transport 2025 Presentation Institute
of Transport
Economics

11/08/2016

Oslo

NA

Norway

25/08/2016

Oslo

NA
200

The
Netherlands
Europe

15

Korea

Oslo

Decision
makers
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Decision
maker
Industry

26/08/2016

?

Oslo

Korean Delegation

30/08/2016

Oslo

396 Workshop

Oslo

01/09/2016

397 Interview + Site visit

Oslo

398 Other visit

Oslo

399 Conference

Oslo

Meeting with LUKS,
association for private
transporters Presentation of the
letter of intent
Interview Modern
Transport
Delegation from Espoo
Finland
Energy days, Bingen Large conference for
green technology

40

Norway

05/09/2016

Oslo

media

NA

Norway

13/09/2016

Oslo

15

finland

15/09/2016

Bingen

Decision
makers
Large
conference for
green
technology

80

Norway
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400 Other: Site visit

Oslo

Meeting with the City
of Trondheim
National Transport
Conference 2016

22/09/2016

Oslo

401 Conference

Oslo

17/10/2016

Oslo

402 Other: Site visit

Oslo

20/10/2016

Oslo

Oslo

Delegation from
Lithuania
Presentation to the
Technische Werke
Ludwigshafen AG

403 Presentation

23/11/2016

Oslo

404 Presentation

Oslo

The French Embassy

25/11/2016

Oslo

405 Presentation

Oslo

The Hungarian
Embassy

25/11/2016

Oslo

406 Other: Site visit

Oslo

Korean Delegation

02/12/2016

Oslo

407 Conference

Oslo

Presentation at
Conference "Clean
Tuesday"

06/12/2016

Oslo

408 Article in popular press

Oslo

Dipolmatic Journal

07/12/2016

NA

409 Other: Site visit

Oslo

Delegation from
Montreal

06/02/2017

Oslo
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Decision
makers
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Decision
makers
Technische
Werke
Ludwigshafen
AG
The French
Embassy,
Oslo
The Hungarian
Embassy,
Oslo
Korean
delegation,
Ministry of
Foreign Affairs
Norwegian
freight
companies,
org., NGOs,
public
Dipolmatic
Journal, Int.
mag.
Montreal
region

104

15

Norway

150

Norway

15

Lithuania

45

Germany

NA

France

NA

Hungary

25

Korea

100

Norway

NA

Norway

15

Canada

410 Workshop

Oslo

411
412
413
414
415
416

Oslo
Oslo
Oslo
Oslo
Oslo
Oslo

Interview
Interview
interview
interview
Presentation
Other: visit

Presentation at Nordic
EV Sumit Drammen
2017
BBC One, TV
Le Monde
Nationale France 3 TV
Stern, German mag.
Meeting London Taxi
Delegation from
Bratislava
Delegation Greenflux

07/02/2016

Drammen

Industry

40

Norway

21/02/2017
23/02/2017
06/04/2017
19/04/2017
19/04/2017
20/04/2017

Oslo
Oslo
Oslo
Oslo
Oslo
Oslo

NA
NA
NA
NA
5
15

UK
France
France
Germany
UK
Slovakia

20/04/2017

Oslo

Media
Media
Media
Media
Industry
City of
Bratislava
Decision
makers
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Decision
makers
Industry

70

The
Netherlands
Norway

150

Europe

50

Norway

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Media

100

Europe

NA

Germany

Decsion
makers
Media

15

Scotland

NA

France

417 Interview

Oslo

418 Conference

Oslo

Conference Oslo Smarter City ITS

24/04/2017

Oslo

419 Conference

Oslo

ITS Bulgaria

25/04/2017

Sofia

420 Workshop

Oslo

27/07/2017

Oslo

421 Conference

Oslo

Seminar - charging in
offices and shoping
centers
City Logistics
Copenhagen

02/05/2017

Copenhage
n

422 interview

Oslo

05/05/2017

Oslo

423 Presentation

Oslo

08/05/2017

Oslo

424 interview

Oslo

Magazine, Techical
Weekly (TU)
Delegation from
Scottland
The Good Life, French
Magazine

16/05/2017

Oslo
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425 interview

Oslo

426 Other visit

Oslo

427 Other visit

Oslo

428 Other visit

Oslo

429 Other visit

Oslo

430 Presentation

Oslo

431 Other visit

Oslo

432 Other visit

Oslo

433 Other visit

Oslo

434 Other visit
435 Other visit
436 interview

Oslo
Oslo
Oslo

437 interview
438 interview

Oslo
Oslo

439 interview

Oslo

440 Other: Inauguration event

Stockholm

Bloomberg
Businessweek
Delegation from
Hamburg
Delegation from
Copenhagen
Delegation from
Shanghai
Delegation from Chile

19/05/2017

Oslo

Media

NA

US

23/05/2017

Oslo

15

Germany

23/05/2017

Oslo

15

Denmark

29/05/2017

Oslo

15

China

01/06/2017

Oslo

15

Chile

IEA Congress, Pilot
City Forum in Beijing,
China
Delegation from Audi
AG
German press trip Oslo
DESTINATION ZERO:
Accelerating towards
Low Emission Vehicles
in Cities
ZDR (German TV)
France 2 (TV)
The Asahi Shimbum

05/06/2017

beijin

Decsion
makers
Decsion
makers
Decsion
makers
Decsion
makers
Decsion
makers

20

China

29/06/2017

Oslo

Industry

15

Germany

26/06/2017

Oslo

Media

20

Germany

26/06/2017

Oslo

Decision
makers

NA

UK

29/06/2017
06/07/2017
24/08/2017

Oslo
Oslo
Oslo

NA
NA
NA

Germany
France
Japan

TV RTBF
Moscow-based
website Snob.ru
Nikkei Inc.

28/08/2017
31/08/2017

Oslo
Oslo

Media
Media
The Asahi
Shimbum
(JAP)
Media
Media

NA
NA

Belgium
Russia

20/09/2017

Oslo

NA

Japan

Inauguration of the
BLC - Over 100
people present: local

May 15, 2013

Stockholm

Nikkei Inc.
(JAP)
Decision
makers and
industry

100

Sweden
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441 Other: Inauguration event

Stockholm, Fortum

442 Workshop

Stockholm

443 Workshop

Stockholm

444 Conference

Stockholm

authorities, logistics
companies, vehicle
suppliers, utilities,
operators and logistics
services - customers
Inauguration of the
first fast charger Inauguration event present: local
authorities, local
politicians, EV drivers
and owners, vehicle
suppliers, utilities,
government
representative, media,
companies operating
EVs (I e Taxi)
Workshop charging
facilities and EVs –
Started with a study
visit to the CCC with
local authorities in
Sweden and Europe
Lastbil 2014 - Special
workshop on city
logistics
EV-Conference
(together with the
Green eMotion project)
- City of Stockholm is
co-arranging this event
with the Green
Emotion project which
gathers stakeholders
interested in EVs from

Nov-13

Stockholm

Decision
45
makers, media
and industry

Sweden

May 2014

Stockholm

Decision
makers

40

Sweden and
Europe

Aug-14

Stockholm

50

Sweden

February 17,
2015

Stockholm

Decision
makers and
industry
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

80

Sweden,
Denmark,
Finland and
Norway
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445 Other: Inauguration event

Stockholm, Fortum

446 Other: Inauguration event

Stockholm

447 Conference

Stockholm

448 Workshop

Stockholm

449 Other: Webinar

Stockholm

450 Conference

Stockholm

Sweden, Denmark,
Norway and Finland.
Inauguration of the
second fast charger Inauguration event
Inauguration of the
UCC, Inauguration
event which was
attended by politicians
and project group from
the City of Stockholm
Transportforum I
Linköping Presentation about the
experiences with fast
charging in Stockholm
CNCA –meeting in
Copenhagen with lots
of cities present Presentation on
procurement actions
regarding
transportation services
Webinarium on Fast
Charging hosted by
the GrowSmarter
project - Presentation
about the experiences
with fast charging in
Stockholm
Building Sustainability
Conference in
Stockholm - Round
table breakfast

Spring 2016

Stockholm

Decision
40
makers, media
and industry
Decision
40
makers, media
and industry

Sweden

Spring 2016

Stockholm

January 13,
2016

Linköping

Decision
makers

50

Sweden

January 21,
2016

Copenhage
n

Decision
makers

50

Europe

March 17, 2016

Stockholm

Decision
makers

50

Sweden

October 18,
2016

Stockholm

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

80

Sweden
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Sweden

451 Other: Inauguration event

Stockholm

452 Conference

Stockholm

453 Workshop

Stockholm

454 Workshop

Stockholm

455 Other: Site visit

meeting on smart city
logistics and the like
Inauguration of the
UCC - Inauguration
event which was
attended by politicians
and project group from
the City of Stockholm
Transport Forum in
Linköping Presentation about the
experiences on public
charging in Stockholm
Almedalen Seminar,
Visby, Gotland - Panel
on smart city logistics
– discussions on stage

March 14, 2017

Stockholm

Decision
45
makers, media
and industry

Sweden

January 10,
2017

Linköping

Decision
makers

50

Sweden

July 4 and 5,
2017

Visby

50

Sweden

Almedalen seminar,
Visby, Gotland Presentation on the
UCC

July 6, 2017

Visby

50

Sweden

Stockholm

Study visits

Every month

Stockholm

total: 500+

Europe

456 Other: Factsheet

UPS, Polis, CRP

Electricity Grid
Infrastructure Upgrade

May 2016

NA

NA

Europe

457 Other: Factsheet

Stockholm, Polis,
CRP

Incentives and
Instruments for
Sustainable Urban

Aug-16

NA

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Decision
makers and
industry
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,

NA

Europe
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458 Other: Factsheet

Stockholm, Polis,
CRP

459 Other: Factsheet

Amsterdam, Polis,
CRP

460 Other: Factsheet

Stockholm, Fortum,
Oslo, CRP, Polis

461 Other: Factsheet

Logistics – Swedish
Examples
Environmental
Requirements in
Procurement
Processes - City of
Stockholm
City of Amsterdam
Privileges for
Operators of Electric
Freight Vehicles

January 2017

NA

June 2017

NA

Fast-charging
Infrastructure for
Electric Freight

Sep-17

NA

TNO, Polis, CRP

Developments in
Electric Freight 2013 –
2017

Sep-17

NA

462 Other: Factsheet

SINTEF, Polis, CRP

The Suitability of
Electric Freight
Vehicles for Urban
Logistics

Sep-17

NA

463 Other: Factsheet

TNO, Polis, CRP

Day-to-day
Experiences of
FREVUE
Demonstrators

Sep-17

NA

464 Other: Factsheet

TNO, Polis, CRP

An Efficient Policy Mix
for Electric Freight
Vehicles

Sep-17

NA
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Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
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NA

Europe

NA

Europe

NA

Europe

NA

Europe

NA

Europe

NA

Europe

NA

Europe

465 Other: Factsheet

TNO, Polis, CRP

Upscaling Electric
Freight Vehicles

Sep-17

NA

466 Other: Factsheet

TNO, Polis, CRP

Value Networks and
Urban Electric Freight

Sep-17

NA

467 Other: Factsheet

TNO, Polis, CRP

Total Cost of
Ownership for Small
Electric Freight

Sep-17

NA

468 Other: Factsheet

TNO, Polis, CRP

Total Cost of
Ownership for Medium
Electric Freight

Sep-17

NA

469 Other: Factsheet

TNO, Polis, CRP

Total Cost of
Ownership for Rigid
Electric Trucks

Sep-17

NA

470 Other: Factsheet

ICL, Polis, CRP

Fleet managers’
Attitude and
Experience with EFVs

Sep-17

NA

471 Other: Factsheet

ICL, Polis, CRP

Environmental
Benefits of Running
EFVs

Sep-17

NA
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Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
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NA

Europe

NA

Europe

NA

Europe

NA

Europe

NA

Europe

NA

Europe

NA

Europe

472 Other: Factsheet

ICL, Polis, CRP

Senders’ and
Receivers’ Attitudes
and Experiences with
EFVs

Sep-17

NA

473 Other: Factsheet

ICL, Polis, CRP

Drivers’ Experience
and Attitudes towards
EFVs

Sep-17

NA

474 Other: Recommendation
brochure

CRP, Polis

FREVUE Results and
Guidance for Vehicle
Suppliers
CRP, Polis
FREVUE Results and
Guidance for
Electricity Network
Operators
CRP, Polis
FREVUE Results and
Guidance for Fleet
Managers and
Operators
CRP, Polis
FREVUE Results and
Guidance for Local
Authorities
Polis, CRP, Breytner, FREVUE Webinar #1:
EMEL, SINTEF
Technical assessment
of electric freight
vehicles -

Sep-17

NA

Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry

Sep-17

NA

Sep-17

Polis, CRP, ICL

475 Other: Recommendation
brochure
476 Other: Recommendation
brochure
477 Other: Recommendation
brochure
478 Other: webinar

479 Other: webinar

FREVUE Webinar #2:
The environmental
benefits of electric
freight

NA

Europe

NA

Europe

NA

Europe

Industry

NA

Europe

NA

Industry

NA

Europe

Sep-17

NA

Decision
makers

NA

Europe

17 March 2017

NA

40

Europe

04-Sep-17

NA

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,

40

Europe
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480 Other: webinar

Polis, CRP, TNO

FREVUE Webinar #3: 05-Sep-17
The economics of
electric freight vehicles

NA

481 Video

CRP, Polis

FREVUE Video clip
and translation in
Italian, Spanish,
Portuguese and Dutch

June 2017

NA

482 Flyer

CRP, Polis

FREVUE result
brochure

June 2017

NA

483 Publication

TNO, ICL, SINTEF

June 2015

NA

484 Publication

TNO

Zero Emission City
Logistics: Current
Practices and
Feasibility in the Near
Future- The 9th
International
Conference on City
Logistics, Tenerife,
Spain
Possibilities and
Barriers for Using
Electric-powered
Vehicles in City
Logistics Practice

June 2015

NA
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Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
and Other:
Public
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
and Other:
Public
Scientific
community

Scientific
community
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40

Europe

NA

Europe

NA

Europe

NA

Global

NA

Global

485 Publication

TNO, ICL

486 Publication

SINTEF

487 Publication

SINTEF

488 Publication

SINTEF

489 Publication

TNO, ICL, SINTEF

490 Conference

CRP

Transport research
arena 2016
Promising
developments for
electric vehicles in
urban logistics in
Norwegian internetbased transportation
periodical Samferdsel
EVs: A sustainable
solution for logistics in
Northern and Southern
European countries Logistiques magazine
or Ville, Rail &
Transports
Lovende utvikling for
elkjøretøyer I
bylogistikk Samferdsel
Electric Freight
Vehicles for Urban
Last-mile Delivery –
Technical
performance,
Economics feasibility
and Environmental
impacts - 7th
European Transport
Research Arena, Reed
Messe Vienna, Austria
World EV Symposium
– Oslo,

2016

NA

Scientific
community
Scientific
community

NA

Global

05.09.2017

NA

NA

Global

Sept.2017

NA

Scientific
community

NA

Global

Sep-17

NA

Scientific
community

NA

Global

16-19 April 2018 NA

Scientific
community

NA

Global

17-20
November 2013

Industry,
decision
makers,

200

Europe
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491 Workshop

HyER

Riga City Council –
FREVUE presented
Metropolitan Solutions
– Hannover Messe –
FREVUE presented
Presentation for Midi
Pyrénées - FREVUE
presented
Idrogeno, tra presente
e future, Trento –
FREVUE presented

20 March 2013

Brussels

492 Conference

HyER

09-Apr-13

Hannover

493 Workshop

HyER

17 May 213

Brussels

494 Conference

HyER

10 May

Trento

495 Conference

HyER

Smart Cities
Conference, Berlin –
FREVUE presented

6 June 2013

Berlin

496 Workshop

HyER

26 June 2013

Brussels

497 Conference

HyER

HyER Annual General
Meeting – FREVUE
presented
EV Now!, Monza, Italy
– FREVUE presented

06-Sep-13

Monza

498 Conference

CRP

REZIPE Conference –
FREVUE Presentation

11-Sep-13

London

499 Conference

HyER

On the road to
alternative transport

25-Sep-13

Brussels
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Scientific
community
Decision
makers
Decsion
makers

10

Latvia

100

Europe

Decsion
makers

10

France

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Decsion
makers

50

Italy

500

Europe

50

Europe

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision

50

Europe

100

Europe

50

Europe
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500 Conference

CRP, Oslo, Nissan

501 Conference

HyER

502 Workshop

HyER

503 Conference

HyER

504 Conference

CRP

505 Other: webinar

CRP

506 Conference

CRP

fuels: strategies for
overcoming market
failures, European
Parliament hearing –
FREVUE presented
EVS27 presentation
and stand

makers,
Scientific
community
17-21
November 2013

Oslo

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Decsion
makers

50

Europe

Electromobility – from
pilots to mainstream
market, Brussels,
Belgium – FREVUE
presented
HyER presentation at
Estonian rep office
Brussels
FREVUE presentation
at Hannover Fair
FREVUE coordinator
in Panel at EUSEW
High Level Policy
Conference session

29 January
2014

Brussels

50

Europe

March 2014

Brussels

10

Estonia

7-10 April 2014

Hannover

Industry

200

Europe

24 June 2014

Brussels

200

Europe

24 July 2014

NA

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

Civitas Webinar:
Green Vehicles for
Urban Freight Delivery
- Case studies and
discussions on last
mile and green freight
projects
FREVUE presentation
at projects day in
EEVC (European

50

Europe

02-Dec-14

Brussels

Industry,
decision
makers,

70

Europe
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507 Workshop

POLIS

508 Conference

POLIS

509 Conference

Rotterdam

510 Conference

POLIS

511 Conference

CRP

Battery, Hybrid and
Fuel Cell Electric
Vehicle Congress,
Brussels
FREVUE presentation
at Smart Cities market
place, Newcastle
FREVUE poster
presentation at Smart
Urban Freight
Conference (in
cooperation with EC
projects BESTFACT
and Smartfusion,
Berlin
FREVUE presentation
at Polis Conference,
Brussels

Scientific
community
01-Apr-15

Newcastle

3 June 2015

Berlin

19-Nov-15

Brussels

FREVUE presentation 01-Dec-16
at projects day in
EEVC (European
Battery, Hybrid and
Fuel Cell Electric
Vehicle Congress,
Brussels
FREVUE presentation 8 March 2016
at SmartSet final event
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Brussels

London

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

70

Europe

100

Europe

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

300

Europe

70

Europe

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

40

Europe
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512 Conference

TNO and Imperial

513 Workshop

POLIS, CRP,
Rotterdam

514 Conference

CRP, POLIS,
Rotterdam

515 Conference

POLIS, UPS

516 Workshop

POLIS, CRP, TfL (+
presentations by
Rottedam, TNO,

Transport Research
Arena Conference TRA 2016, Warsaw,
Poland - Paper and
poster: Zero emission
city logistics: current
practices in freight
electromobility and
feasibility in the near
future
General Assembly of
the European
Innovation Partnership
on Smart Cities and
Communities (EIP
SCC) in Eindhoven:
Participation in a
round table on electric
freight
Electromobility
Stakeholder Forum,
organised in
cooperation with
ZeEUS and I-CVUE in
Brussels
European Sustainable
Energy Week: session
and stand together
with ZeEUS, ELIPTIC
and EBSF2 in
Brussels
Study Tour on Urban
Freight in London.
Jointly organised by

18-21 April 2016 Warsaw

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

200

Europe

24 May 2016

Eindhoven

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

60

Europe

25 and 26 May
2016

Brussels

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

200

Europe

14, 15 and 16
June 2016

Brussels

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

200

Europe

Industry,
decision
makers,

45

Europe

7&8
London
September 2016
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517 Workshop

Imperial, UPS &
ARUP)
CRP

FREVUE and CIVITAS
CAPITAL
EIP SCC Smart Urban 22-Sep-16
Mobility meeting in
Prague, Presentation
of FREVUE

518 Workshop

CRP

519 Conference

POLIS

520 Conference

POLIS

521 Conference

POLIS

522 Workshop

POLIS

Presentation of
FREVUE to the US
delegation of federal
and state level
transport plans, as
part of the US-EU
Freight study tour
CIVITAS Forum in
Gdynia: Presentation
of FREVUE
Smart Grid and
Storage Info Day in
Brussels: Stand
together with EIP SCC
and ZeEUS
Transport and
Environment Event on
electric freight (Panel
debate with cities and
industry
representatives)
GEAR 2030 Workshop
on electric mobility –
presentation of
projects and the
declaration of intent
(presence of industry)

Prague

Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Decision
makers

40

Europe

30

Europe

26-Sep-16

London

30-Sep-16

Gdynia

Decision
makers

150

Europe

3 October 2016

Brussels

50

Europe

16-Nov-16

Brussels

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

70

Europe

21-Nov-16

Brussels

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

50

Europe
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523 Conference

POLIS, Rotterdam,
TNO, TfL

POLIS Conference:
‘FREVUE session’
called: Electric city
logistics: from
demonstrations to
successful business
models
Presentation to
ERTRAC Executive
Group in London

1st December
2016

Rotterdam

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community

400

Europe

524 Workshop

CRP

30 January
2017

London

40

Europe

CRP

Presentation at
Copenhagen Emobility
City Logistics Seminar

2 February 2017 Copenhage
n

40

Europe

526 Workshop

CRP, POLIS

22 and 23
March 2017

Brussels

200

Europe

527 Workshop

CRP

5th EU Electromobility
Stakeholder Forum in
Brussels organised
together with ZeEUS Brussels.
IEA-HEV Workshop,
The Road to
Electrification of
Logistics, Coventry

26-Apr-17

Coventry

40

Europe

528 Workshop

HyER, POLIS,
Rotterdam, Breytner

FREVUE seminar
(results and take-up),
Brussels

17 May 2017

Brussels

30

Europe

529 Conference

CRP, POLIS

EC Collaborative
23 May 2017
Innovation Days Urban

Brussels

Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,
Scientific
community
Industry,
decision
makers,

525 Workshop

50

Europe
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530 Conference

HyER

531 Workshop

POLIS, Madrid

532 Conference

CRP, POLIS, All

Logistics Workshop,
Brussels
Smart Mobility Forum,
Berlin

30 May 2017

Berlin

Polis Working Group
meeting on clean
vehicles, Rotterdam

7 June 2017

Rotterdam

Final FREVUE event
in London

21 June 2017

London
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decision
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makers,
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50

Europe

15

Europe

200

Europe

5.3 Section B
Part B1

B1: LIST OF APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS, TRADEMARKS, REGISTERED DESIGNS, ETC.
Confidential
Click on
YES/NO

Foreseen
embargo date
dd/mm/yyyy

Type of IP
Rights6:

Application
reference(s)
(e.g. EP123456)

Applicant (s) (as on the application)

Subject or title of application

Not applicable

Part B2
Type of
Exploitable
Foreground7

Description
of
exploitable
foreground

Confidential
Click on
YES/NO

Foreseen
embargo
date
dd/mm/yyyy

Exploitable
product(s) or
measure(s)

Sector(s) of
application8

Timetable,
commercial or
any other use

Patents or
other IPR
exploitation
(licences)

Owner & Other
Beneficiary(s)
involved

Not applicable

6

A drop down list allows choosing the type of IP rights: Patents, Trademarks, Registered designs, Utility models, Others.

19

A drop down list allows choosing the type of foreground: General advancement of knowledge, Commercial exploitation of R&D results, Exploitation of R&D results via standards,
exploitation of results through EU policies, exploitation of results through (social) innovation.
8 A drop down list allows choosing the type sector (NACE nomenclature) : http://ec.europa.eu/competition/mergers/cases/index/nace_all.html
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6.0 FREVUE Report on societal implications
Replies to the following questions will assist the Commission to obtain statistics and indicators
on societal and socio-economic issues addressed by projects. The questions are arranged in a
number of key themes. As well as producing certain statistics, the replies will also help identify
those projects that have shown a real engagement with wider societal issues, and thereby
identify interesting approaches to these issues and best practices. The replies for individual
projects will not be made public.

A

General Information (completed automatically when Grant Agreement number is entered.

Grant Agreement Number:
Title of Project:

Name and Title of Coordinator:

B

321622
FREVUE: VALIDATING FREIGHT ELECTRIC VEHICLES IN
URBAN EUROPE
Tanja Dalle-Muenchmeyer, Programme Manager Electric Freight

Ethics

1. Did your project undergo an Ethics Review (and/or Screening)?
*

If Yes: have you described the progress of compliance with the relevant Ethics
Review/Screening Requirements in the frame of the periodic/final project reports?

No

Special Reminder: the progress of compliance with the Ethics Review/Screening Requirements should be
described in the Period/Final Project Reports under the Section 3.2.2 'Work Progress and Achievements'

2.
Please indicate whether your project involved any of the following issues (tick
box) :
RESEARCH ON HUMANS
*
Did the project involve children?
* Did the project involve patients?
* Did the project involve persons not able to give consent?
* Did the project involve adult healthy volunteers?
* Did the project involve Human genetic material?
• Did the project involve Human biological samples?
• Did the project involve Human data collection?
RESEARCH ON HUMAN EMBRYO/FOETUS
*
Did the project involve Human Embryos?
*
Did the project involve Human Foetal Tissue / Cells?
*
Did the project involve Human Embryonic Stem Cells (hESCs)?
*
Did the project on human Embryonic Stem Cells involve cells in culture?
*
Did the project on human Embryonic Stem Cells involve the derivation of cells from Embryos?
PRIVACY
* Did the project involve processing of genetic information or personal data (eg. health, sexual
lifestyle, ethnicity, political opinion, religious or philosophical conviction)?
* Did the project involve tracking the location or observation of people?
RESEARCH ON ANIMALS
* Did the project involve research on animals?
* Were those animals transgenic small laboratory animals?
* Were those animals transgenic farm animals?
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No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

*
*

Were those animals cloned farm animals?
Were those animals non-human primates?
RESEARCH INVOLVING DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
* Did the project involve the use of local resources (genetic, animal, plant etc)?
* Was the project of benefit to local community (capacity building, access to healthcare, education
etc)?
DUAL USE
• Research having direct military use
* Research having the potential for terrorist abuse

No
No
No
No

No
No

C

Workforce Statistics

3.

Workforce statistics for the project: Please indicate in the table below the number of people
who worked on the project (on a headcount basis).

Type of Position

Number of Women

Number of Men

Scientific Coordinator
Work package leaders
Experienced researchers (i.e. PhD holders)
PhD Students
Other

2
1
1

4
3
2

25

40

4.

How many additional researchers (in companies and universities) were
recruited specifically for this project?

n/a

Of which, indicate the number of men:
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D Gender Aspects
5.




Did you carry out specific Gender Equality Actions under the project?

6.

Yes
No

Which of the following actions did you carry out and how effective were they?
Not at all
effective







Design and implement an equal opportunity policy
Set targets to achieve a gender balance in the workforce
Organise conferences and workshops on gender
Actions to improve work-life balance






Very
effective






Other:

Was there a gender dimension associated with the research content – i.e. wherever people were

7.

the focus of the research as, for example, consumers, users, patients or in trials, was the issue of gender
considered and addressed?
 Yes- please specify



No

E

Synergies with Science Education

8.

Did your project involve working with students and/or school pupils (e.g. open days,
participation in science festivals and events, prizes/competitions or joint projects)?
 Yes- please specify


9.

No

Did the project generate any science education material (e.g. kits, websites, explanatory
booklets, DVDs)?
 Yes- please specify


No

F

Interdisciplinarity

10.

Which disciplines (see list below) are involved in your project?
 Main discipline9: 2.3

Associated discipline9:
 Associated discipline9:

G

Engaging with Civil society and policy makers

11a

Did your project engage with societal actors beyond the research
community? (if 'No', go to Question 14)




Yes
No

11b If yes, did you engage with citizens (citizens' panels / juries) or organised civil society
(NGOs, patients' groups etc.)?
 No
 Yes- in determining what research should be performed
 Yes - in implementing the research
 Yes, in communicating /disseminating / using the results of the project

9

Insert number from list below (Frascati Manual).
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Yes

11c In doing so, did your project involve actors whose role is mainly to

No
organise the dialogue with citizens and organised civil society (e.g.
professional mediator; communication company, science museums)?
12. Did you engage with government / public bodies or policy makers (including international
organisations)





No
Yes- in framing the research agenda
Yes - in implementing the research agenda
Yes, in communicating /disseminating / using the results of the project

13a Will the project generate outputs (expertise or scientific advice) which could be used by
policy makers?
 Yes – as a primary objective (please indicate areas below- multiple answers possible)
 Yes – as a secondary objective (please indicate areas below - multiple answer possible)
 No
13b If Yes, in which fields?
Agriculture
Audiovisual and Media
Budget
Competition
Consumers
Culture
Customs
Development Economic and
Monetary Affairs
Education, Training, Youth
Employment and Social
Affairs

Energy
Enlargement
Enterprise
Environment
External Relations
External Trade
Fisheries and Maritime
Affairs
Food Safety
Foreign and Security Policy
Fraud
Humanitarian aid
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Human rights
Information Society
Institutional affairs
Internal Market
Justice, freedom and security
Public Health
Regional Policy
Research and Innovation
Space
Taxation
Transport
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13c If Yes, at which level?
 Local / regional levels
 National level
 European level
 International level

H

Use and dissemination

14.

How many Articles were published/accepted for publication in
peer-reviewed journals?

1

To how many of these is open access10 provided?
How many of these are published in open access journals?

1

How many of these are published in open repositories?

0

To how many of these is open access not provided?

0

Please check all applicable reasons for not providing open access:
 publisher's licensing agreement would not permit publishing in a repository
 no suitable repository available
 no suitable open access journal available
 no funds available to publish in an open access journal
 lack of time and resources
 lack of information on open access
 other11: ……………

15.

How many new patent applications (‘priority filings’) have been made?

0

("Technologically unique": multiple applications for the same invention in different
jurisdictions should be counted as just one application of grant).

16.

17.

Indicate how many of the following Intellectual
Property Rights were applied for (give number in
each box).

Trademark

0

Registered design

0

Other

0

How many spin-off companies were created / are planned as a direct
result of the project?

0

Indicate the approximate number of additional jobs in these companies:

18. Please indicate whether your project has a potential impact on employment, in comparison
with the situation before your project:

In small & medium-sized enterprises
 Increase in employment, or

Safeguard
employment,
or
In large companies


None of the above / not relevant to the project
 Decrease in employment,
Difficult
to
estimate
/
not
possible
to
quantify

Indicate figure:
19. For your project partnership please estimate the employment effect
resulting directly from your participation in Full Time Equivalent (FTE = N/A
one person working fulltime for a year) jobs:

Difficult to estimate / not possible to quantify
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I

Media and Communication to the general public

20.

As part of the project, were any of the beneficiaries professionals in communication or
media relations?
 Yes
 No

21.

As part of the project, have any beneficiaries received professional media / communication
training / advice to improve communication with the general public?
 Yes
 No

22

Which of the following have been used to communicate information about your project to
the general public, or have resulted from your project?
 Press Release
 Coverage in specialist press
 Media briefing
 Coverage in general (non-specialist) press
TV
coverage
/
report

 Coverage in national press
 Radio coverage / report
 Coverage in international press
 Brochures /posters / flyers
 Website for the general public / internet
DVD
/Film
/Multimedia

 Event targeting general public (festival, conference,
exhibition, science café)

23

In which languages are the information products for the general public produced?



Language of the coordinator
Other language(s)



English

Question F-10: Classification of Scientific Disciplines according to the Frascati Manual 2002 (Proposed
Standard Practice for Surveys on Research and Experimental Development, OECD 2002):

FIELDS OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
1.
1.1

NATURAL SCIENCES
Mathematics and computer sciences [mathematics and other allied fields: computer sciences and other
allied subjects (software development only; hardware development should be classified in the
engineering fields)]
Physical sciences (astronomy and space sciences, physics and other allied subjects)
Chemical sciences (chemistry, other allied subjects)
Earth and related environmental sciences (geology, geophysics, mineralogy, physical geography and
other geosciences, meteorology and other atmospheric sciences including climatic research,
oceanography, vulcanology, palaeoecology, other allied sciences)
Biological sciences (biology, botany, bacteriology, microbiology, zoology, entomology, genetics,
biochemistry, biophysics, other allied sciences, excluding clinical and veterinary sciences)

1.2
1.3
1.4

1.5

2
2.1

ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
Civil engineering (architecture engineering, building science and engineering, construction engineering,
municipal and structural engineering and other allied subjects)
Electrical engineering, electronics [electrical engineering, electronics, communication engineering and
systems, computer engineering (hardware only) and other allied subjects]
Other engineering sciences (such as chemical, aeronautical and space, mechanical, metallurgical and
materials engineering, and their specialised subdivisions; forest products; applied sciences such as
geodesy, industrial chemistry, etc.; the science and technology of food production; specialised

2.2
2.3.

10

Open Access is defined as free of charge access for anyone via Internet.

11

For instance: classification for security project.
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technologies of interdisciplinary fields, e.g. systems analysis, metallurgy, mining, textile technology
and other applied subjects)
3.
3.1
3.2
3.3
4.
4.1
4.2

MEDICAL SCIENCES
Basic medicine (anatomy, cytology, physiology, genetics, pharmacy, pharmacology, toxicology,
immunology and immunohaematology, clinical chemistry, clinical microbiology, pathology)
Clinical medicine (anaesthesiology, paediatrics, obstetrics and gynaecology, internal medicine, surgery,
dentistry, neurology, psychiatry, radiology, therapeutics, otorhinolaryngology, ophthalmology)
Health sciences (public health services, social medicine, hygiene, nursing, epidemiology)
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
Agriculture, forestry, fisheries and allied sciences (agronomy, animal husbandry, fisheries, forestry,
horticulture, other allied subjects)
Veterinary medicine

5.
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

SOCIAL SCIENCES
Psychology
Economics
Educational sciences (education and training and other allied subjects)
Other social sciences [anthropology (social and cultural) and ethnology, demography, geography
(human, economic and social), town and country planning, management, law, linguistics, political
sciences, sociology, organisation and methods, miscellaneous social sciences and interdisciplinary ,
methodological and historical S1T activities relating to subjects in this group. Physical anthropology,
physical geography and psychophysiology should normally be classified with the natural sciences].

6.
6.1

HUMANITIES
History (history, prehistory and history, together with auxiliary historical disciplines such as
archaeology, numismatics, palaeography, genealogy, etc.)
Languages and literature (ancient and modern)
Other humanities [philosophy (including the history of science and technology) arts, history of art, art
criticism, painting, sculpture, musicology, dramatic art excluding artistic "research" of any kind,
religion, theology, other fields and subjects pertaining to the humanities, methodological, historical and
other S1T activities relating to the subjects in this group]

6.2
6.3
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